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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
Santa fe, n.

VOL. 42.
OVER FORTY INJURED.

RUSSIANS
ASTONISHED

Collision of Trains Bearing Militia to
Washington Results Fatally to
Seven People.

Pittsburg, March 4. After a most
searching investigation, it is now
The Czar's Troops Receive An practially certain that the list of dead
caused by the collision last night be
Unexpected Visit From the
tween two special trains from Cleve
land, containing among other passen
Enemy's Forces.
gers a number of the members of the
militia on their way to attend the in
BY AID OF DARKNESS auguration of the President, will not
exceed seven. The list of injured will
reach forty, six or seven of whom are
A
Large Japanese Contingent Succeeds likely to die. The train was running
in two sections. The first section was
in Gaining the First Line of Trendelayed by a hot box and the second
ches Across Shakhe River.
section ran into it while a brief halt

m.,

Saturday, march

NO. 12.

4, 1905.

THE SACRED OATH
IS ADMINISTERED
TO ROOSEVELT

WILL VOTE ON WEDNESDAY.
The Peabody Contest Case Wll Come
to Ballot May Take Several
Days to Decide.

STATEHOOD
BILL DIES

Denver, March 4. Attorney J.
Waldron, chief counsel for James
Peabody In his contest for the office of Conferees Could Not Agree Upon
Governor, continued his arguments be
the Report and the Measure
fore the Joint convention of the Gen
In
eral
favor
oust
of
Assembly today
Becomes Defunct.
March 4. Theodore dent was wholly strange.
Washington,
Governor Alva Adams and seating
Roosevelt of New York, and Charles
During the hours intervening be- ing
Warren Fairbanks, of Indiana, today tween the gathering of the crowd and the eontestor. Having spoken one
were Inaugurated respectively
Presi- the ceremony there was no letting hour yesterday, Waldron still had four TO MAKE SPECIAL RULE
dent and Vice President of the United flown, of the tension of interest. The hours remaining of his allotted time
States. The inauguration of President passing of a uniformed horseman was for his opening address. The Demo
Roosevelt was made a festal ceremony sufficient to call forth cheers, al- cratic attorneys will open the case for Within Two Weeks Will Be Again on
their side at 4 o'clock this afternoon
in Washington. The city is a s
the House Calendar and Be Put
though in some sections the multiin color. The blaze of decora- tudes showed signs of restlessness. and have one hour for argument beThrough Without Protracted
The Democratic
tions greets the eye at every turn and This was true particularly on the out- fore adjournment.
was being made.
Delay.
the national emblem floats from every skirts of the throng, where, pressed attorneys will continue their argu
General
Kuroki's
ment all day on Monday and complete
Headquarters,
staff.
, ...
The President's
reviewing
TVyTi-- .
by
constantly
many
recruits,
arriving
a nouy contested engage' SUCCOR TO STARVING ANIMALS. stand is directly in front of the White
iiai;u
the time allotted to them on Tuesday
struggled to get nearer to the point of noon.
Washington, March 4. The state
ment which has waged since midnight
Attorney Waldron will then hood bill died at 9:30 o'clock last
House.
is
It
handsomely constructed. interest. The effect upon the densely
across the Shakhe River, is still pro- Colorado State Bureau of Humane Soand beautifully decorated with flags packed multitude was a continuous close the case Tuesday afternoon. The light. At that time the conferees on
gressing late this afternoon under con
will commence Wednesday and
ciety Has Agent at Work in
and laurel. The seats in the stand are surging backward and
forward a voting
the bill parted, not to meet again dur
ditions entailing great hardship unon
Northern New Mexico,
may continue for several days before
families
of
the
sea
occupied
personal
by
turbulent
of
the Fifty-eighting
humanity.
Congress. The
the attacking force and favoring those
a
is
vote
decisive
reached. Attorney conferees could
friends of the President and the Vice Arrival of
on the renot
agree
and
Committees.
Troops
nerending the entrenchments. A large
H. B. Kerr, state agent for the State
Waldron, in his speech, laid special
members of the cabinet;
President;
two
Within
weeks
is expectit
port.
Japanese contingent, which crossed Bureau of the Colorado Humane Socie.The rendezvousing of the troops, stress on the statement that the legis
diplomatic corps; members of the Sen
ed that the bill will again be on the
the plain directly west of Witosan in
committees
entercivic
and
lature was not sitting as a judicial House calendar. A
societies,
ty, has been at work in Rio Arriba ate, the House and the Supreme Court;
special rule will
the darkness, succeed in gaining the
was
but
as be
along the line of the Denver & governors of states; prominent officers tained the crowd throughout the long body
acting
first line of the Russian trenches, to County
forthcoming to put it through with
Rio Grande Railroad for several days of the army and navy; the chairman wait, incident to the schedule. The the
supreme
body out a
legislative
the great astonishment of the Rusprotracted delay. It is believed
matter.
As
placing
the that with
along the line for the sus- of the Republican National Committee; various organizations, arriving by dif- on political
a long session before it the
sians. The Russians have since made tenance hay
of stray horses and other ani- members of the inaugural committee, ferent routes, passed into the narrow legislature is not judicial' it is not bill can
be
a fierce resistance in the second line of
defiles
which
the police kept open, necessary to consider evidence as a the House. passed by the Senate and
mals in
section. He has investi- and the press. Opposite Is the stand
trenches on the summit of the foot gated thisthat
matter and found that south for the general public, which seats the brilliant uniforms of the troons. petit Jury. Having laid down this
hills and the Japanese have been at- of Antonito and in the
Hopewell dis- more than six thousand. Early in the the--, bright sashes of the committees proposition, he discussed the evidence
tacking them spiritedly.
trict there are large numbers of starv day
was and the rich caparisoning of the in the case because, as he said, there GENERAL DEFICIENCY
Pennsylvania Avenue
2,000 Troops Landed.
horses lending themselves to a kaleid- were Republicans "of such lofty conBILL IS SIGNED.
ing animals, such as horses and burros thronged with people.-ThVladivostock, March 4 Two thou snowed in and that these animals are
was clear and pleasant, oscopic, panoramic effect. Cheers up- ception of their duty as to require a
weather
March 4. At 10:45
Washington,
sand Japanese troops have landed at slowly but
surely starving to death It. rained during the early hours of the on cheers greeted the constantly preponderance of evidence in deciding o'clock the Senate took a recess for
Sheng Shin, northward of Korea, to hence his action in scattering hay
the case."
7:30 the rain ceased and shifting picture.
thirty minutes, after announcing that
which place they were conveyed by along the line of the railroad wherever day but by
.
As rapidly as the troops arrived they
clouds rolled away.
the
all appropriation bills had been signed
steamers from warships. A flotilla of expedient. In Colorado there is
A
LODGE OF EAGLES.
took the positions assigned them. The
Riders as Escort.
by the presiding officer. The last of
Rough
torpedo boats covered the landing.
statute which gives the State Humane
escort stretched far to the
A number of men of this city have these measures was the general defimilitary
4.
the
March
One
of
Washington,
Steady Japanese Gains.
Board authority to care and feed neleft and consisted of all branches bf associated themselves together for the ciency measure.
Tokio, March 4. It is announced giected animals and then sell them, the features of the day was the guard of the service
horse, foot and artillery. purpose of organizing a lodge of
honor formed by the Rough Riders.
today from headquarters of the Japan- cost of taking care of them to be
To
were grouped division Eagles and will apply in the near futhe
right
carese armies in Manchuria that the lien on the animals.
They surrounded the President's
after division of state troops and in ture to the grand lodge for a charter.
him
from
and
the
riage
fighting on the right, center and left
accompanied
In New Mexico there is no such
different places of honor the other orhave fulfilled the requirements
Is resulting in
steady Japanese gains. statute and Mr. Kerr thinks it would White House to the Capitol, where the ganizations took their stand to await They
for a lodge, it taking fifty persons to
and
The Japanese, it is added, have de- be a step for the advancement of the oath of office was administered,
the signal to move. The tramping of secure a charter. There are already
feated the Russians at Sinnintin.
were the present legislature thence to the White House again, feet, the galloping of horses,
Territory
the several Eagles in the city and these
No General Action Yet.
to enact a law containing similar pro where a light, luncheon was partaken. hoarse. orders from chiefs and mar have been
The Arizona legislature has approassured that a charter will
formed
Tokio, March 4. Aside from brief visions to that of the Colorado stat The Rough Riders again
The work of .installation priated $500 to buy a jeweled sword
official announcements, the army de- ute, which have been found to work around the carriage and accompanied shals, the rattle of accoutrements and be granted.
Alexander O. Brodie,
bugle calls contributed to will be done by members of that order for
partment remains uninformed of the satisfactorily and beneficially. Mr. the President to the grandstand occasional
which is the more remarkable because
trend of events in Manchuria. It is Kerr has had consultations with Gov where he reviewed the parade in his a pandemonium of sound to whfch the from Denver and El Paso.
the legislature is Democratic and the
public is unaccustomed at such close
evident that there is considerable ac- ernor Otero. Solicitor General G. W. honor.
is a republican.
HONORS TO NEW MEXICANS.
tivity along the entire front, which Prlchard and several members of the Chief Justice Fuller's Fourth Term. range.
The Great Amphitheatre Stand.
'
is estimated to be ninety miles
to the New 'Mexican.
March 4. President
long, legislature' and it is likely that a bill
Washington,
The movements of the gathering Special
The finance committtees of the
but it is doubtful if any general action containing provisions as
March 4. Rough Rid
indicated Roosevelt today took the oath of office
Washington,
"
trooi aud organizations were not all ers Brodie, Llewellyn, Muller,
Council and House are busily engaged
has yet begun.
Leahy,
above will be introduced and prob- before a vast gathering of the people the crowd had
for its entertainment.
- In the preparation of the appropriation
Left Wing Cut Off.
ably enacted into law. although it is he has been elected to serve.' The at Directly in its front preparations were Dame, Armljo, Alexander, Lee, Mc- bill. This
is the only important meas4.
A
New
March
Mattox
from
Berlin,
and others
Cllntock,
dispatch to Tag-ebla- late in the season. Mr. Kerr re- tendant scenes were not unusual. Infrom St. Petersburg says: "Gen- turned to Denver this morning and augurations from the time the east in progress for the inauguration itself. Mexico, Arizona, Oklahoma and In- ure that has not yel been introduced.
A monster stand in the form of an
There is
of time to bring it up.
eral Kuropatkin, in a telegram which may be back in northern New Mexico front of the
Capitol first became the open amphitheatre had been erected dian Territory, held the post of honor consider plenty
its provisions carefully and
arrived here last night, said that 260 next week to do what can be done for
as
escort
to
a
President.
the
special
been
have
for
the
ceremony
setting
on
of the Capi
pass It during the remainder of the
Japanese had broken through the Rus- the many suffering and starving ani much the same. Many of the central tol a line with the rotundawere
and there decorators
session.
engaged
sian left wing and that it was cut off mals in that section. Quite a number
figures have officiated in like capacity in arranging for the ceremony, and from the keen interest in
the less bril
from the remainder of the armv.
have been taken from Chama Peaks on other occasions when presidents ushers
busied themselves learning the
the members of the Council,
An Emancipation Proclamation.
county in Colorado to the town of have acceded to the highest office in sections to be assigned to the various liant program in immediate prospect, Mr.Among
Martinez of Taos, is not only very
The attraction responsible for the as
St. Petersburg, March 4. The im- Chama in Rio Arriba
where
American
of
the
County,
the gift
people
sembly of so vast a throng was demon popular, but Is looked upon as one of
perial rescript, announcing that Em- he is now feeding these animals. They Chief Justice Fuller, In administering officials and distinguished guests.
was
The
ical
stand
of
itself
symet
strated by the tremendous burst of ap the best in that body. His long legisperor Nicholas has decided to con- will be sold on the tenth of March to the oath,
repeated a solemn function architectural proportions, on a
which heralded the President's lative experience helps him amazingvene the Assembly of Elected Repre- reimburse his board for the cost of he has
performed four times today ent plan from those used in fo.ier auuroach
ly and he is one of the working memsentatives of the people in order to maintaining them.
his last. Yet, with all this repetition, years. For this occasion it had been
He has introbers of the Council.
Mrs. Roosevelt Arrives.
elaborate and consider legislation, has
was
nothing
jaded and everything ap built in the form of a seml-clrclinof duced and had passed some of the
as
a
arrival
the
Taking
signal
produced a wonderful effect. The war SHEEP HERDER ALMOST
new.
clining to a level latform on which Mrs. Roosevelt and a party of friends most important measures of the sesFROZEN TO DEATH peared
and the battle below Mukden are forwas placed a pavillion for the Presi- - and a moment later of
Coign of Vantage Occupied
Every
sion and is often sought by his colAmado Peralta. a sheep herder of
gotten. The rescript is hailed by
use.
- leagues
dent's
The
for
assembled
the
The
for counsel and to get the
crowd
Fail
personal
banks
his
amphitheatre
the
apand
great
on
escort,
Roswell
reached
as
a
Chaves
second emanicipation proc
many
County
crowning event of a day full of fea accommouated nearly 7,ooo persons, piause subsided to await the coming of benefit of his knowledge, gained by
lamation.
Thursday evening with both feet bad tures
cannot be estimated even by
Jutting out from the main entrance the man of the hour. Suddenly the serving one term as a member of the
Situation Looks Bad to Russians.
ly frozen. He way herding sheep on
the
extended
far
It
platform, with its decorations of crowd on the stand began to cheer. House and three terms as a member
beyond
comparison.
and
Berlin, March 4. At 10 o'clock an a ranch forty miles from Roswell
other dispatch from Kuropatkin said: after his feet were stiff and he was the reach of the voice and was so flags, bunting, palms and flowers was- This was taken up by those Immediate- - of the Council.
"The Japanese are marching on Muk- snow blind, he was assaulted by Ross densely packed as to carry the stage in brilliant contrast to the nake'i pur- iy jn front of the platform. The mill
The people In Chaves : an( Eddy
den. My position Is extremely dan- Miller, the owner of the ranch, be- out of the sight of many. The Capitol ity of the stately Capitol, on which, byary presented arms, the committees
act
no
are circulating a petition to
Counties
of
decorative
in
of
sea
resourceful
drapsoon
Congress,
and
accommodating
the
plaza,
then
uncovered,
Peralta
great
work.
to
cause
unable
gerous." In government circles today
people was waving hats and fligs and the Legislative Assembly praying for
in Berlin there is a conviction that crawled two miles to a hut where he the thousands eager to view the cere ing is permitted.
an amendment to the Ballard law for
The Finishing Touch of Color.
shouting Itself hoarse.
Kuropatkin had been fully defeated, was given shelter. Miller was arrest- mony, was completely nlled. People
of
Some
streets
time
before
Welthe regulation and protection of arteand
came
numerous
the
its
a
Thunderous
Given
President
beginning
by
and
pleaded
part of the army dispersed and that ed on a charge of assault
wells so as to make the artesian
thou
sian
the
several
so
come.
avenues, which, like
inaugural ceremony
many yawning,
the railroad north of Mukden will guilty in Justice of the peace court.
section In the two counties one
water
ravenous
sand
tickets
swallowed
came
forth
maws,
President
Roosevelt
holding
persons
entitling
greedily
probably be cut
to
district" in place of several
on
to
seats
them
"artesian
vant
of
the
stand
be?an
until
the
from
between
the massive pillars
APPLIED FOR HABEAS CORPUS.
every coign
throng
Enormous Losses on Both Sides.
in
Doss Boykin who is held In the coun- age was occupied. The trees, barren take their places. 'By 12 o'clock, the quietly and composedly. He was es "artesian districts" as now provided
St. Petersburg, March 4. The battle
was
the
statute
which
In
the
flourished
which
human
had
by
passed
burdens
of
human
carried
With
their
Fuller.
Chief
of
corted
Justice
on
foliage,
garden,
the charge
by
which is raging at the front has as- ty jail at Roswell
Henry on all limbs capable of bearing the the Senate and House galleries, was, measured tread in harmony with the present Assembly. It is claimed by
sumed enormous proportions. Already having killed his brother-in-laone of the Associated Press corres- Stoltz, last December, has applied to weight of man or boy, and so far away transplanted to the open air amphi dignified step of the chief justice, the those best posted upon the subject that
as the terraces and marble steps of theatre. T'io brllliaat costumes of the president advanced in state down the the consolidation of the several dis
pondents places the Russian losses at Judge W. H. Pope for a writ of habeas
to the sjne the finishing long aisle of distinguished guests. By tricts into one will be better and more
30,000 and "those of the Japanese at corpus. Bail had been denied to Boy-ki- the Library of Congress thousands woiren gave
touch
color.
Added to the acre of this time all were standing and noth conducive to carrying out the existing
of
Stood.
Is
case
a very mysterious
The
40,000. It Is added that an attempt to
Hours before the ceremony could be people seated, who looked down upon ing could be heard above the roar of statute upon the subject. It will also
draw the net around Kuropatkin had one and the only witness is a twelve
expected to take place the people ten acres standing, were hundreds thunderous welcome.
Immediately prevent rivalry and discrimination be
not yet succeeded, but Kuropatkin has year old brother of Boykin.
sought the most advantageous posi banked upon every projecting ledge of following came, arm in arm, the mem- - tween the several districts and make
been compelled to abandon Gaotu Pass.
hers of the committee - on arrange- - all parts work in unity and for the
tions. They came by every means of the Capitol and filling the windows.
THE REVIVAL OF
Official
Entrance
Dramatic.
of
GAYNOR
AND
GREEN.
conveyance,
Party. menta.. As the President passed best interests of all concerned.
discharging
THE ALBUQUERQUE EASTERN.
carriages
their occupants blocks away, and cars At about 1 o'clock the official party down the aisle he bared his head and
Montreal, March 4. Messrs.
In the Capitol corridors, it is said
31 Miles of Grade
and Green were arrested In Que- In steady stream unloading their pas came through the main door. Cheers with characteristic sweep of his hat
Completed Road
bec today for the purpose of bringing sengers within the prescribed area were sent up from the enthusiastic bowed in acknowledgment of the salu- - that the following are candidates for
Bed In Tijeras Canon to Be
vehicles multitude, all eyes were directed that.tations from the stand and the ova-wa- y appointment as district attorneys un
them to Montreal to complete extradi- from which the unlicensed
Tackled April First.
and strained to get the first tion from the people. His manner was der the new bill,
district
tion proceedings. They are wanted were excluded. The number of con
The construction of the grade on the by the United States authorities in veyances of all kinds was totally in- glimpse of the President. Shouts of not that of a man Incurring onerous attorney districts : Santa Fe and Taos
Albuquerque Eastern Railroad between connection with the Savannah river adequate to meet the demands of the "There he Is" were heard frequently, responsibilities, three years in the Counties, E. C. Abbott, present dis
but in nearly every Instance the cry j White House having familiarized him trict attorney; Colfax and Union, J.
public.
Albuquerque and Moriarty is progress- contract.
was sounded in false alarm. The of-- with the duties of the high office to Leahy, present district attorney; San
Well
Western
Are
States
o
Represented.
miles of
ing favorably. Twenty-twficlal
entrance was dramatic. All ex- - j which he was to be inaugurated. While Miguel and Mora, S. B. Davis, present
was
one
CAUGHT.
scene
The
JOHN REYNOLDS
6f, remarkable
the grade are completed on the Mori
who were participating
waited for the applause to die out district attorney; Rio Arriba and San
skull
those
who
the
Those
who
cept
animation,
places
John
sought
split
end
of
Reynolds,
the line and nine miles
arty
Read, of Tierra
from Albuquerque. It Is said that the of his wife with an ax last Friday maintained a running fire of raillery the ceremony were seated. When the he stood In triumph, with no show of Juan, Alexander
d
and pushed and jostled each other, Justices of the Supreme Court, with vanity, with no evidences of political Amarllla; Bernalillo, Valencia, McKln- rock work In Tijeras Canon will be night at Las Vegas, has been
at Socorro by Sheriff Leandro the sound of their voices mingling the exception of Chief Justice Fuller, enmity, apparently no memories of ley, Sandoval and Torrance, Frank W.
commenced In a short time.
The grading force Is to be consider Baca of Socorro County, who delivered with the shuffling of feet on the as- emerged from between the Corinthian the campaign gone by, and nothing Clancy, present district attorney, and
both of Albuquerque;
d E. W. Dobson,
ably increased, the work will be pushed him to Sheriff Cleofes Romero of San phalted plaza. It was a cosmopolitan pillars and marched down the sloping, more disconcerting than a huge
Socorro and Sierra, Elfego Baca of
aisle to their station, they erlng of loyal Americans,
as the winter Is practically over and Miguel County. Reynolds who is public, varied and inclusive, taking in
Socorro; Guadalupe and Quay, M. C.
The Oath Is Administered.
there will be nothing to delay opera colored, has been taken to Las Vegaa. those who from force of circumstances were greeted with applause. The
skull-recover.
wore
and
Justices
their
robes
At
unable
and
of
a
Chief
were
from
lack
Justice
will
Fuller, Mechem of Tucumcari; Dona Ana,
tions. The completion of this line will Mrs. Reynolds
sign
probably
opportunity
to gain desirable places to view the caps. Then came the the members of , the clerk of the Supreme Court step- - Otero and Lincoln, H. B. Holt of Las
benefit Santa Fe greatly. The Santa
AND THE BOMB EXPLODED.
grand procession that was to follow. the diplomatic corps in their gorgeous ped forward holding a Bible. A hush. Cruces; Luna, A. W. Pollard, Demlng;
Fe Central is also making extensive
Improvements and the settlements be'
Warsaw, March 4. A" telegram from Although the ceremony differed little uniforms and they evoked thunderous fell over the crowd. The President Grant, R. M. Turner, present incum
tween this city and Moriarty are grow Lodz says that. a bomb was exploded from those that have preceded it, in applause. Led by Count Casslni, the raised his right hand and the oath to bent, Silver City; Chaves, Bddy and
M. Hervey, present in
lng steadily.
today in the mansion of M. Pozanski. the great sea of spectators probably Russian ambassador and dean of the support the laws and Constitution of Roosevelt, ofJ.Roswell.
There are sever- a millionaire cotton manufacturer, and there was a larger number of repre- corps,
by the others in the United States was reverently cumbent,
Pozanskl's sentative Americans than any inaugu- order of precedence, they took seats taken amid deep silence. When this al dark horses in some of the districts
ONE MAN KILLED
one servant was killed.
ration has brought-t- o
IN DOCK COLLAPSE. employes went out on a strike
Washington. on the right of the stand. Strolling had been concluded there was practl-i- n but, it is not believed that they will
get In in time to he seriously
,'
after them came members of the cally no demonstration and the
The eastern states were rivalled in
Duluth, Minn., March 4. James
reason
of
senators
dent
was
Pres
killed
of
and
attendance
his
and
As
representatives
began
Moran, of Superior,
by
point
inaugural address.
soon as he finished speaking he three other men sustained serious In- ANOTHER JUDGE FOR ARIZONA. ident Roosevelt's great popularity in in Congress.
'
It Is an admitted fact that real es
Throughout this scene the demeanor tered the Capitol and as he disappear
jury today in the collapse of a section The National House of Representa the middle and far west. Delegations
ni.naari fmm DVflrv nnfi nt tha In. oi tne multitude was that or interested ea wunin me nuiiaing a signal was tate, financial men and merchants all
of the extension to the Duluth, Mesa-b- e tives on Thursday evening, passed a
and Northern Ore docks at Duluth. bill providing for another associate sular possesions.
The enticing prospect of flashed to the navy yard and the ay that quickest and beat result are
Many of them had expectancy.
This dock Is the second largest In the Justice for tha Arizona Supreme never seen the Capitol and, to a large seeing gorgeous and stately papeants roar of twenty-on- e
guns was begun In obtained by advertising In the "New
world.
Court
review detracted in no manner oraciai saiute to tne resident.
Mexican."
number, the inauguration oi a preei-ii-n
y
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the shadow of a doubt that the Prebi A GOOD RECORD BY THE ASSEMBLY.
is honest to the core, that his
It is refreshing, despite the assaults
ideals and his standards are the very
highest that a man can set for himself, of the Albuquerque Journal and other
PRINTING that four years more of Roosevelt will yellow newspapers in New Mexico, to
THE
NEW MEXICAN
mean prosperity as far as it is in the note that the present Assembly has
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.

SUTI

FE

M

mEXICRH dent

Th
Qlub
Qxferd
keep the best brands

been free from boodle and bribery,
and that corruption has had nothing
to do with the passage or defeat of
We
measures before that body up to this
date and will not have at any time
while President Clark and Speaker
The burnished plum- a
ace of the peacock
Dalies wield their gavels. Not a
and
its
owes
brilliancy
single aspersion or attack on the rec
splendor to a heaun- ord of the Assembly by the papers al
ful condition. Let the
in a
luded to can be substantiated or has
bird be sickly, and the
any foundation in fact. This being
THE
We
plumage droops and
of
Entered as Second Class matter at
grows dull. There is
From today on it is
Ber the case the record of this Assembly
the Santa Fe Postofflce.
a
no exception in na
must looms up grandly, especially when ture to the rule that beauty depends on
nard S. Rodey. The
now
session
in
with
others
compared
be given credit for zeal, though often
health.
in some fit the sovereign states
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ,
Women who see their beauty waning
exerted in the wrong direction and in
6
-Commenting upon legislative bribery rarely associate the external change
o ttrci v fhpt mg
anomiac frit hlmcolf
1Uy, per week, by carrier
general, the Colorado Springs Ga with failure or tne womanly neaitri.
"'and his Territory. He must be given in
Oiily, per montn, Dy earner
e
zette
mail
properly says that the California They do not understand the close
by
month,
to
'"credit for paying attention
j)ally. per
every
tion of the general physical health to
of
four
its
Senate
has
""
expelled
man..
one
py
year
demand made upon him by individu- rally,
,Uly, six months, Dy man......
he was most courteous and ener- - members for accepting bribes. Their
""'als;
cases had been investigated bv a sue- - ?
""
u,
twee
aily,
moni,
anly diseases by the use of Dr. Pierce's
getic in pushing the claims of his con- - cial committee which
"
adopted a report Favorite Prescription they find the color
!stituents in small matters. He must
WeeHij, per year..
returning to the cneek ana tne ttesn to
Keenly, six rnuuuia
his endeavors to recommending such action, and the ex the
o be given credit for
body.
followed.
pulsion
immediately
weekly, per quarter
pugh hig home t0WI1) Albuquerque, to
Favorite Prescription " establishes
A few weeks
ago
Representative
)Kiy, per mmm
seasou.
season
of
out
in
and
the front
regularity, dries weakening drains, heals
Comerford of the Illinois legislature in inflammation
and ulceration and cures
first, in army
""'jTt was Albuquerque
had
timated
bribes
that
been
accepted female weakness.
in Public building, in statehood,
r
oldest
;Pst.
is
the
A
GEORGE E. KLLIS, Proprietor.
wew werlcan
by some of his fellow members.
Several vears aero
,in Indian School, and in other matters. committee
was appointed ostensibly to Mr. May Kelley, of Sylvia, Kati9., "so weak I
, iwspaper in New Mexico. It is sent ,H(j wag
welas
for
zeaious
the
me
ana
tune:
noor,
ei
could
acrois
vaiic
equally
the allegations but really sufferednardiy
I took two bottles of Dr,
severely.
and steam-heate- d
The moflt conveniently located and only fire-proio every postofflce in the Territory, fare of 0ther towns, providing, Albu- - investigate
Pierce's Favorite Prescription and got well mid
to
whitewash
and
the
punish
assembly
circulain two mouths
twelve
more
its
rjounds
hardv
than
share.
had
grained
first
querque
and
a
growing
o has larg
Hotel in the city. Electric light t, hatha and sanitary plumbing
was the picture of health. Your medicines
is this zeal for his home town that Comerford. They well knew that the and
and nro-I- t
tx,a
nave cured me. Almost everyDoaj i meec savs,
accuser
to
would
be
unable
HUlUUg Uis itoiirnt
produce
for
have
vou
so
much better than
Cafe and Buffet
'You look
'led him to espouse joint statehood.
throughout. Every thine up to date. First-clas- s
"
iresaive people of the Southwest
This local patriotism was no fault as absolute proof of his charges, so they several years ; you look well now.'
anedted. Fine 8atnple Room for Commercial Hen Xf J JO
were
safe. The whitewash
"Favorite Prescription" makes weak
long as it worked no injustice to the was perfectly
Ac
well.
sick
women
women
innocents
strong,
the
complete;
injured
rest of the Territory, but when it did,
cept no substitute for the medicine
AMERICAN
EUROPEAN PLAN.
the usefulness of Mr. Rodey as New were "exonerated" and Comerford was which works wonders for weak women,
his
for
Somewhat
UNIpN(JBnLABEl
expelled
audacity.
Mexico's representative in Congress
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are
ceased. He was voluble and garru- similar proceedings have occurred in lady's laxative.
Nothing equals them
one or two other legislatures this year. for gentleness ana tnorougnness,
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Bofldtag
lous; he was rash in making stateIt may be argued that Comerford,
ments about New Mexico that could
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
not be sustained by facts; he made made a fool of himself by bringing
with advertisers they are
Trade
was
to
which
sub
he
unable
charges
the
not
command
do
Contemporaries
himself ridiculous or obnoxious in the
proper perspective in passing judg-'eye- s
of better informed people, and stantiate, and perhaps he did. Per- progressive.
ment upon the greatness of a great jwnen he added to all this the mistake haps, in current slang, he only got
man. It will be for future generations 'Cf leaving his party and setting him-t- what was coming to him. But just the State or Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County.
Cuisine aad Tab)
and ReflM- decide the relative greatness of self up as an independent candidate same nine people out of every ten who
1
.1
.1.
Service Unuxomle'
Lin-occaanu
nave
ouuerveu
A
j
uant
uie
TbMUghoL
of
firm
ways
senior partner of the
Washington, Jefferson, Jackson,
F.J. Cheney
against the regular party nominee, he
coin, Grant, McKinley and Roosevelt, jdug his own political grave. He is sionally vain tricks of some legislators Co., doiii business in the City of ToledoHowever, this much is certain, that down an(1 out and politically dead and are pretty well convinced that Comer- firm will pay the gum of ONE HUNDRED II
for each and every case of Catarrh
there is no man living today whose in- - therefore it is well to remember only Cord spoke the plain truth. But it is DOLLARS
that cannot be cured by the use of Hall's I
FKANK J. CHENEY.
dividuality is making as great an im- - the good he has done, and to palliate one thing to know something and an Catarrh Cure.
Sworn to before me and aubsoribpd in my
press upon this nation, and even the his faults and his mistakes, but he will other thing to be able to prove it
presence, tins 6th day or uecemoer, A. u. iistus.
world, and upon the thought of the j,e long remembered as the delegate and Comerford's error lay in forgetting '""Jl '
Notary Public.
hour as the man who was today in- - t0 Congress who began well and failed this great truth.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally. I
acts
and
blood
on
and mucous
incident
the
California
The
in
the
Uwps Smi$U Deons for Commercial Ami.
legis
directly
augurated President of the United dismally because he could not look
of the system, Send for testimonials
States. Shorn of his political position beyond the citv limits of Albuquerque. lature Monday will not lower the pub surfaces
tree.
New iUeideo
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
he would still be a striking personali- Fortunately his successor, Delegate lic estimation of legislatures in gener
Sold by all Drueerists. 75c.
ty whose influence upon the trend of W. H. Andrews, although a resident al; it will only make the public hope Take Hall's Family Pills for constipatii n.
national thought would be decidedly and a staunch friend of the Duke City, for more expulsions of bribers in the
There
felt. As President of the United who will procure more for it in the line future and fewer whitewashes.
STRIKES HIDDEN ROCKS.
States, the highest office in the gift of of federal favors in one year than his are plenty of general assemblies that When your ship of health strikes the
the most powerful nation on the face predecessor did in four years, is not would be greatly benefited by more of hidden rocks of Consumption, Pneu
of the earth, the influence of the 'cramped by local prejudices and will the strong white light of publicity.
monia, etc., you are lost, if you don't
itooseveit individuality will continue give heed to public opinion and party
get help from Dr. King's New Discov
to De tremendous.
J. W. McKin- wishes beyond the few square miles THE CAPITAL CITY MUST BE IM. ery for Consumption.
will hardly be a denial of the which are proud to call themselves Al
non of Talladega Springs, Ala., writes:
OF SANTA FE.
PROVED.
n, mat nad
resident Mcrun- - buquerque,
It is gratifying to notice that the "I had been very ill with pneumonia
i spared, tne tangent of the
city administration has arranged for under the care of two doctors, but
The oldest banking institution in New Mexico. Established In 1870.
. t forces moulding the policy of
the commencement of work on the was getting no better when I began to
MORE DISTRICT ATTORNEYS.
RUFUS
J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ion and the thought of the
take Dr. King's New Discovery. The
HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Councilman Read's Bill No. 48, to breakwater from Delgado Street to
uld point in a different though
first
one
dose
bottle
relief, and
the Territory for district at Don Gaspar Avenue on the north side cured me." gave
Assistant Cashier.
equally as creditable a direction, than
Sure cure for. sore throat,
A great vol
of
Fe
River.
the
Santa
both
has
purposes,
passed
it does now. President Roosevelt with torney
Guarancolds.
and
ume of water is already coming down bronchitis, coughs,
the blows of his sledge hammer will, houses with a slight amendment. It the bed
Capital $150,000.
Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.
of the Santa Fe River and teed at Fischer's Drug Co. Price 50c,
some call it stubbornness, others im- is in the right direction and creates
and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
unless
much
will
result,
surely
damage
new
be
districts.
The
logic
petuosity, has changed the direction several
Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Loans
of this tangent and contrary to predic- hind the bill is that whenever and the breakwater is substantially built
What Are They?
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and coltion and expectation, it has brought wherever possible, small district at and that speedily. The way to im
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
prove this town is to improve it and
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
greater security Instead of the panic torney's districts should be the rule, that
are neces- - Tablets. A new remedy for stomach
many improvements
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
that the conservatives had prophesied. as where they exist the cost of hold
for the wellbeing and the health troubles, biliousness, and constipation,
makes telegraphic transfers of money to all parts of the civilized
Yet, the President is not a radical. ing court is greatly reducel, and the sary
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
Far from it. His birth, his education, laws are better, more efficiently and of the residents of and the sojourners- and a good one. Price 25 cents. For
his training, his associates all point more quickly executed. Under the in the Capital City, is certainly ap- sale by all druggists
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month's or year's term.
the other way. He Is thoroughly safe new bill, which will doubtlessly re parent to the most casual observer.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
THE COLONEL'S WATERLOO.
and sane and merely confesses to ceive the approval of Governor Otero, ine Knociiers ana tnose wno oppose
The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and
Colonel John M. Fuller, nf Hnnev
strict ideas of official integrity and po- the districts are arranged as follows yiuper'uupiuvenieius, as wen as uie
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is conlitical honor, merely possesses un- Rio Arriba and San Juan, one district tax dodgers should be sent to the rear Grove. Texas, nearlv met his Waterloo.
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Debounded faith in the future influence Santa Fe and Taos, one district; Col where they belong, and where they will from Liver and Kidnev trouble. In a
of this nation upon the world, is mere- fax and Union, one district; Saa Mi not be able to do the town as much recent letter, he says: "I was nearly
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully so
licited.
ly endowed with imagination and the guel and Mora, one district; Bernalillo, iiarm as mey nave aone ror many- Mead) of theSe C0mplalnts, and, al- wider view and merely exerts a will Sandoval, Valencia, Torrance and Mc- years anu are now doing by their un- thoueh I tried mv familv doctor. h riMd
of
power to carry his ideals, some of Kinley, one district; Guadalupe and just criticisms and their attempts to me no eood. sn i ot a ROo. hottl
them altruistic, into execution.
Quay, one district; Chaves, 12ddy and now DacK any ana everything inai your Ereat Electric Bitters, which
The United States has had as its Roosevelt, one district; Dona Ana, smacKB or improvement ana wouia De cured me. I consider them the hast
reasons are ofcvioos
medicine on earth and thank God who
chief executive, warriors, political Otero and Lincoln, one district; So an improvement to the city.
gave you the knowledge to make
leaders, statesmen, sons of the people, corro and Sierra, one district; Grant,
tfSfcA WUAV
fTUJ J WW
ld ana guaranteed to cure,
the best and noblest of their class, one district; Luaa, one district. The
The Patriotic citizens of the Terri- - tnemtypes of sturdy Americanism, but only distribution is as equitable and as fair tory will gladly tax themselves to nav Dyspepsia, Biliousness and Kidney Dis
once before has it had a President who as it can well be at this time. The bill interest on bonds to he Issued for the ease, Dy iscner Urug Co., at 50c a
was not a type of any class, who stood when put Into execution, will prove of cnnst.rimtlnn nf natinnpl mmivl a rtnvr. OOltie.
alone and aloof in his individuality, benefit in every dir action and will cer ies In Santa Fe. Las Veeas. Albuauer
Abraham Lincoln. President Roose- tainly aid the came of justice, besides que, Silver City and Roswell. Of
ujt a. Iuoa.)
Notice for fl..t-lvelt is not a Lincoln, that would deny proving more economical than the ex- course th tax rtonVprs and knfvnlfArs
him the very qualities that distinguish ecution of the present statute upon will protest, Why they should is not Department of the Interior, Land Of
!
him from other men, nor is he a type the subject.
clear as tney pay no taxes and con fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 30, 1905,
of any class, but he is the prototype
Notice is hereby given that the fol
tribute nothing to the advancement
COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL
of the American of tomorrow. It is
It is but natural that the Republl and well being of the several com- lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final nrnnf In
only in places and generations far can party should consider Vice Presi munities of the Territory.
W. R. PRICE, Prop.
apart that men arise who impress their dent Fairbanks a strong Presidential
support of his claim, and that said Telephone No. 17.
nrnnr will nn mane hpfnrn tha roclator
individuality upon their people and possibility for 1908. The public eye
I
Tn aavpral if tha atataa. In tha TTnlan
.
"'"" or receiver
at santa Fe. n. m.. on
give a decided trend to the thought of .has been upon him very critically the
their age. These men have been few, past year and as a result the opinion property owners wno pay: taxes on March 15 IMS vl?
for a Luther, a Cromwell, a Napoleon, even of his political opponents has their property ahead of the time Fellx R0nquillo for the lots 2 and 3,
specified by law, get rebates. Why HTc 1.4
4
a Lincoln, are not born every
sw 1.4 ntr 1.4 uwir,n
day nor been very favorable. No doubt, Vice auuuiu mis
find the opportunity oftener than
16 N R 10 15
practice not De carnea oui c
once President Fairbanks himself nurtures in New Mexico's
revenue system? It
in an epoch to assert themselves. Jef- the praiseworthy ambition to be the
He names the following witnesses
ferson came very near to being such successor by election of President works well in a number of other com to prove his continuous residence up
a President and had Jackson been a Roosevelt and while he cannot do monwealths and might reduce the on and cultivation of said land, viz:
little less narrow and dictatorial he much in his present office to further number of tax dodgers now flourishing
Benito Chavez, Emiterio Garcia, Hi- might have been such" a leader
this ambition, yet there will be oppor and waxing fat at the expense of hon larlo Garcia, Manuel Sandoval, all of
is a credit to the American
Santa Fe, N. M.
tunities undoubtedly throuch which est taxpayers in New" Mexico.
that
MANUEL R. OTERO,
pie
they have with such an over-- he can still further prove his ability
wneiming majority expressed their and his mettle. The old saying that a The Greenleaf school history bill,
Register.
confidence that the executive branch of Vice President must bury his pollti according to indications, will not be
come law this session and now the Al
the government would be safest in the cal hopes, no longer holds good.
RHEUMATISM
INFLAMMATORY
buquerque Journal can weave another
hands of Theodore Roosevelt. That
CURED.
tale of falsehood by declaring that Miss
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.
time will sustain the wisdom of that
Everybody except a few interested Greenleaf
William Shaffer, a brakeman of Den- would not "put up enough."
confidence will undoubtedly be demon-Btrated- . agents, statesmen and editors of yel
was confined to his bed
The President, perhaps, has low papers, who have been bleeding The Journal should An this if fnr n ntson, Ohio, weena wuu
everai
mimiuuia.iuiy
to
other
than
in.
its
hand
reason,
keep
.hie faults; he has made a few mis. the Insurance companies for vears and
1 uaea
neumausm.
It
had
has
much
of
in
late
even
practice
In
New
cajces,
Mexico, but he is have promised them to hold off lnsur
n8 says- Finally I sent to McCaw's
greater man his faults and rises above ance legislation, is pleased with the that direction
a bottle or Chamber
store
for
drug
bis mistakes, which after all have new insurance law. This is a very
lain's Pain Balm, at which time I was
Councilman
oeen only faults and mistakes of gratifying state of affairs.
Miller's bill
which
to use hand or foot, anJ in one
bases salaries of county officials upon unaDje
judgment In human nature and mis-tto work as
wftS able to
week8 u
Nine more working days of the Thir- the amount of taxes collected and the
placed confidence,
which every
For Balfl b all
M a clam
President, by very necessity of th
Legislative Assembly. The nuin. yoauimcu uy euuu uuiumici in Idnip-plHtTastness of his responsibilities, has end U drawing nigh and but little Just me various counties 01 me .Territory,
Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR r'fM'kAL' IIW -- JM CM. MrQMM.
R
Tmts
fWWk
bqea subject more or less. The Uni-- , criticism of acts of the present assem-te- is ceruuniy a goou measure ana ougni If troubled with weak digestion.
Ka.,
States is proud of Its President; bly has so far been made.
10 receive me speeay sanction 01 tne
Deiching or sour stomach, use
It gljes him credit in large degree for
and become law.
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
the? advances and the success of the' Congressman Tyndall of Missouri
and you will get quick relief. For sale
111.
National 0-COVflrnmPnt
loir.. "TVIrnt
. n rfoallnn.
Russia is to be congratulated upon by all druggists.
tJO. I
W1LU aaA thn nthni. UJ
UVilU
TT1IDI,
problems of international as well as a silk hat? Not on your life!" He one characteristic of General Kuropat- domestic nature during the past three oould not be from .anywhere else than kin and that Is that he knows how toj Have your stationery printed by the
rears and a half. It knows without Missouri.
retreat.
New Mexican Printing Company.
power of any government to give, advancement in every line of National
Editor activity and. an insistence upon public
MAX. FROST
endeavor
ntegrity and conscientious
PAUL A. P. WALTER.
and execution in the many branches of
Manager and Associate Editor governmental activity. The nation is
to be congratulated that in these moPERCY F. KNIGHT,
mentous days it has as its chief execTreasurer
and
Secretary
utive Theodore Roosevelt.

of wines,

liquors and cigars that can be
obtained and sell at reasonable
prices.

Allot our employes will treat
courteous manner.
you
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games and you can spend

pleasant hourortwoatany time.
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Place Your Ads In the New Mexican

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, March 4, J 905.

Bant moneu Orae is
The Special Attention of the Public i:
Called to the Money Orders
Issued by the

First national flank

Of the Territorial Treasurer of New Mexico, 1st Quarter of the 56th Fiscal Year, Commencing
and Ending Feb. 28, 1905.
Tltlo of fund or account.

Balances

Interost fund

19,008 81
TlH 00
4,891 34
5,939 70

School fund
Interest on deposits

OF SANTA FE.

Transfers
to funds

Receipts

Nov 30, 1904 dur. quarter:

8 25,684 71
1,755 94

Transfers

from

Balances
Pay ments
funds dur. quarter Feb 28, 1905

1--

1--

4

31,910 20

13,683 32
725 00
6,000 00
0,724 70
5,731 29
8 50
70 41)
3,708 89
656 0?
5,760 00

Int. and Skg. fundOrt. of Ind
858 17
100 13
8,d60 21
University of New Mexico
1 25
15 35
N.
of
fund
M.,
University
deficiency
On the American
Bankers' Associa
487 36
University of New Mexico Income fund
tlon Form, and drawn on the First Agricultural
253 77
5,320 89
College
National Bank of New York. In addi- Agricultural College
income fund
1,085 86
tion to the responsibility of the issu- Agricultural College permantnt fund
5,760 00
520 76
1,327 17
ing bank, their payment is guaranteed Reform School fund
483 20
139 35
622 55
by the American Surety Company of Reform School income fund
390 71
1,000 00
1,390 71
New York, a large and responsible Reform School permanent fund
526 76
Blind
fund
1,327 17
Surety Company, with a capital of two Blind Aeylum
601 25
203 08
income fund
Asylum
and a half million dollars. All the Blind Asylum permanent fund
900 00
390 72
1,656 33
1,656 32
banks throughout the entire United New Mexico School of Minos.
2,440 76
6,336 83
5,992 45
308 77
201 08
473 85
States making use of these forms, School of Mines Income fund.
cash these orders without charge, and School of Mines permanent fund
ueat and Dumb Asylum
1,411 90
1,327 17
2,274 23
they will be received at par by a Deaf
390 15
Dumb Asylum Income fund
448 75
95 60
merchants and dealers throughout the Deaf and
200 00
200 00
and Dumb Asylum permanent fund. . .
For
country.
106 95
remitting small amounts Miners
fund
1,327 17
of money by mail they are cheaper Miners' Hospital
157 30
188 42
Hospital income fund
480 00
than, and as convenient as either Miners' Hospital permanent fund
15.128 10
2,164 10
19,908 04
postoffice or express money orders. New Mexico Insane Asylum
244 21
Insane Asylum income fund
273 16
100 15
They are sold at the following rates: Insane
fund
Asylum
permanent
sums
not
over
3
For
cents
$5
44 85
18 35
155 82
Penitentiary income fund
For sums over $5 and not over
1,173 60
3,294 96
5,460 34
Penitentiary current expense fund
$10
5 cents Pen.
maintenance fund
1,315 97
13,428 16
11,599 25
For sums over $10 and not
Pen convicts earnings fund
578 77
2,783 44
2,831 64
'.'85 71
900 00
over $25
791 83
10 cents Penitentiary permanent fund
1,440 00
New Mexico Military institute
954 65
4,845 31
5,993 68
265 09
92 68
172 41
Military Institute income fund
Notice for Publication.
960 00
960 00
Instituto
permanent
Military
No.
(Homestead Entry
51G5.)
00 00
Water Reservoir
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febru Compilation fundpermanent fund.,
467 50
500 00
76 50
818 61
ary 27, 1905.
Normal School, N. M. (Silver City)
3,481 70
6,655 39
324 95
Notice is hereby given that the fol Normal School, S. C, income fund
86 00
390 72
390 .72
lowing named settler has filed notice Normal School, S. C, permanent
'
85 12
4,411 33
6,006 44
of his intention,. to make final proof ic Normal School, Las Vegas
43 00
80 00
School, Las Vegas, income fund
support of his claim, and that said Normal
390 72
390 72
Normal Univorsity, Las
will
be
before
made
the regis. Special purposes
proof
398 00
31 21
2,240 69
192 60
192 60
ler or receiver at santa e, JN. M., on Legal expense fund ...
7 97
April 12, 1905, viz.:
Special tax fund, 50th fiscal year
15,193 56
8,057 20
Manuel Sandoval y Balemio, for the Common School income
12.U6 93
Proceeds 5 per cent U. S. land sales perica..
2, 705 65
11,875 92
E 2 NE
NE
SE
SW
Charitable institutions
7,991 57
7,276 97
11,331 09
NW
section 28, T 15 N, R 11 E.
154 60
Deficit fund
154 00
He names the following witnesses Sheep sanitary fund
125 40
4,036 94
to prove his continuous residence upon Cattle indemnity fund
3,299 03
4,754 56
5,180 38
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
2,115 93
8,115 20
9,865 28
Compensation of assessors
Teofilo Herrera, Rafael Sena, of Salary fund
23,424 19
22,113 90
15,843 98
2,425 05
701 20
279 00
165 37
Cows Spring, N. M.; Felix Rouquillo, Supreme court fund
Miscellaneous fund
8,538 94
7,084 20
4,460 25
Nicolas Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.
443 15
942 86
517 54
MANUEL R. OTERO, ' Militia fund....
329 65
16 60
3,100 85
2,632 87
Hapitol contingent expense fund
Register, Capitol contingent bond sinking fund
13 37
.
74,215 55
Cap. Bldg. Bonds Skg, fund
11,214 07
200 00
300 00
Casual deficit bonds
Notice for Publication.
72
Provisional
24
indebtedness
fund
33,283
7,020
sinking
No.
5531.)
(Homestead Entry
27 29
survey
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Febru- Geological
43 48
Louisiana Purchase Exposition fd., 54th F. Y.
1,522 88
1,500 00
1905.
27,
ary
904 98
Louisiana Purchase Exposition fd., 55th F. Y.
12,000 00
11,843 14
folNotice is hereby given that the
2 73
Scenic Route
3,354 49
4,500 00
4,794 22
lowing named settler has filed notice United States Land Commission
1,129 16
2,177 86
1,036 75
of his intention to make final proof Maintenance Board of Public Lands
91 95
39
239 00
...
in support of his claim, and that said The Palace Income Fund.
o. Western and International Expres Co...
63 29
before
be
made
will
the
proof
register Territorial
308 17
54th fiscal
653 48
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Territorial purposes, 55th hscal year
3,311 22
4,493 70
purposes,
year
April 14, 1905, viz.:
464 01
Territorial purposes, 50th fiscal year
1,576 87
80,950 75
70,561 07
3,679 39
SW Territorial institutions. 54th fiscal year
Crtstoval Pena, for the NE
381 13
211 83
section 11, NW 4 Territorial institutions, 55th fiscal vear
N 2 SE
3,819 70
2,814 73
Territorial insiitutions, 56th fiscal year
1,274 03
64,446 51
01,690 16
SW
section 12, T 9 N, R 9 E.
739 64
169 30
1,218 97
He names the following witnesses to Improvement Rio Grande income
154 35
154 35
Children Home, Belen
137 98
prove his continuous residence upon, Orphans
818 99
Water Reservoir in. for irrigation purposes. .
1,272 11
viz.:
and cultivation of said land,
538 03
Public Buildings at Capitol income
688 14
Ventura Baros, Camilo Valencia, Casual deficit bonds sinking fund
53 58
2,500 00
2,604 26
367 94
Jose Ortiz y Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.; Current expense bonds sinking fund
18,391 17
Anastacio Chavez, of Moriarty.
Improvement ttio Grande, permanent ....
1,277 16
5,760 00
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Total.
$249,147 95 $ 381,710 61 8 151,023 04
151,023 04 $183,939 43 j$
Register.
Recapitulation.
Disposition of Funds.
There is a class of people in San- Balances November 30, 1904. . .
$319,147 95 National Rank of Commerce, N. Y., bond special $
ta Fe who trade only with he mer- Receipts during quarter
281,710 61 First National Rank ot Santa Fe
business
chants who advertise their
Bank of Commerce, Albuquerque
Total to be accounted for.
in the homo naper.
$530,858 56 First National Rank of Las Vegas
182,939 43 First National Bank of Albuquerque
Payments during quarter.
San Miguel National Banli, Las Vegas
'
Balance February 28, 1905.
$347,919 14
First National Bank of Raton
First National Bank of Roswoll
National Bank of Commerce of New York
Citizens National Bank of Roswell
MedlCiflC
First National Bank, Clayton.
certify the foregoing statement to be true and correct.
First National Bank, Carlsbad
.
Silver City National Bank
Sure,
J. II. Vaughn,
State National Bank, Albuquerque
Prompt
Territorial Treasurer.
Taos County Bank, Taos, N. M
New Mexico Savings Bank & Trust Co., Alb
Santa Fe, N M., March 1, 1905.
$
Balance February 38, 1905.
not
Funds
available
Genuine.
HulneTonil
Only
JSr
Vegas,-permanent-

47 38
73 17
3,039 08
8 04
418 96
1,865 77
429 79

1,853 93

804 33

1,350 72
2,102 38
36 00

1,434 12

626 97

1,046 12
2,103 0'
00 (0
44 00
3,990 33
410 95

2,340 24
43 00

.

1,879 90
7 97

11,093 83
14,581 57

safe,

Balaam

Pennyroyal pills
3

Ml

I

--

tl

Always rellfiMfi.

KEI

-- n'l

with bluo ribbon.

tlouH. Buy or
sumps for

4,162 34
3,724 85

3,865 94
32.119 16
587 57

11,162 89
117 83

820 23
13 37

85,429 62
100 00

39,303 96
27 29

06 36
748 12

1,148 24
3,665 06
1,151
147
63
285

1,182
15,181
166
1,005

4,031

"T"

Willi niflum

o

I'lilU"

156

18,759 11
4,483 84
347,919 14

Amount.
96,197
8.723
23,870
25,500
25,500
25,500
25,497
12,786
15,503
17,001

84
32
33
40
28
00
21
29
08
30

17,000 00
16,998 25
10.998 11
16,961 67
3,341 54
540 52

347,919 14

$50,000.00.

r
Territory of New Mexico," six per
cent certificates of indebtedness.- Sealed proposals will be received by

Chairs

1,326

uuo,

Tiike no ovber. Refit
in
jour Dnmgwt, or "find 4c.

.""

048
137
2,091

11

44
29
31
48
93
30
04
01
63
98
10
17
84

little", uk Drmrrtrt

IHrtllr, ltlmonll

MJ)I

49

10,616

1--

Allen's
"MtiKsAFE.

Repaired

! the undersigned, treasurer of the

Ter-

ritory of New Mexico, at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, until March 10th, 1905,
at 10 o'clock a. m. for the entire issue
of the above described certificates, deIf you have any chairs to cane, call livery to be made at New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Denver or Santa Fe, on
on Mrs. E. C. Riddley at 103 Guada- or before April 1st, 1905.
No bids for less than par and Interlupe Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
est will be entertained, the right being
reserved to reject any or all bids.
Issue Is made under Council Bill No.
40 of the 36th Legislative Assembly of
For Your
the Territory of New Mexico, for the
LIFE, ACCIDENT ot
payment of appropriations for the reHEALTH Insurance
lief of flood sufferers, the building of
dykes, and for other purposes.
Your
Certificates to be dated March 1st,
from their
SURETY or COURT
1905, payable five years
date, with the right of the Territory
BONDS,
to pay them at any time after the exAs well as Your
piration of one year from their date,
principal and interest payable at the
FIRE INSURANCE
office of the treasurer at Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Go to . . .
Certificates bear Interest, at the rate
6 per cent interest per annum,
of
INSURANCE
HANNA
THE
payable
AGENCY
,
Beginning with the year 1905 an
tax levy to be made on all taxannual
'Phone No. 66.
able
in the Territory suffproperty
Avenues
Palace
Cor. Waihlafton and
treassemi-annuall-

to pay into the territorial
ury a sum sufficient to pay the interest and twenty per cent of the principal of said certificates for each and
every year for the term of five years.
icient

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY .
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
AH druggists refund the money if It
falls to cure. B. W. Grove's signature
Is on each box. 16a ' .

Prof. E. E. Phelps, of Dartmouth University,
the discoverer of the formula of Paine's Celery
Compound, always maintained that rheumatism could be traced back to diseased nerves
that failed to do their work properly.
Bear this in mind while reading the letter of
John C. Rowan that follows.
Mr. Rowan wrote us over io years ago telling us how much he was being helped by
Paine's Celery Compo'und. We wrote him a
short time ago to find out if he still relied on
Paine's Celery Compound.

182 32

3,338 98
2,144 88

1--

LUng

Rheumatism.

345 78
480 00
7,004 64
71 20

4

1--

JOHN C. ROWAN.

464 84
37 00

1-- 3

1--

-V

1,853 93

1--

1--

1904

Deo. 1,

You walk with
her, you rock her,
you give her sugar,
you try all kinds
of things !
But she coughs
all through the long
night, just the same

Had by th. J. O. Art Co., Lowall, atua.
AIM manufacturer, of
AVER' 8 PILLS-F- or
the hair.
conattpaMOB.
AYBR'S BUB YIOOR-F- or
AYCR'3 AGUE CURB-- For
malaria add
the blood.
ATXK'S BAKSAPABILLA-F-of

BROKE OUT OF JAIL.

U

BURLINGTON,

fl P. SPIE6EL 8ER6-

CO.
VERMONT.

-

San Francisco Street.

257

4F

Ifldiaaand

&

J

af

s

Ffexsfcafl

Wares and Curios
Eat&tts, Pottery, Rag, Wea, Feather

agl.

DEATH OF C. B. SARGENT.

Dr. C. B. Sargent died yesterday at
J. H. VAUGHN,
Two men confined on the charge of
Treasurer of New Mexico. murder, on Thursday, sawed their way Mora of dropsy. He had been a resiout of the county jail at Alamogordo dent of that part of New Mexico for
many years.
Advertise your business. It jpsys. and have not been recaptured.

'.3!..

as'

When you are sick in some part of your body
It is because some organ is not doing its work.
That is because THE NERVES ARE NOT
STRONG ENOUGH to keep that organ up to
its work.
The better the Nerve Force the better all the
organs can work and give perfect health.
raine's Celery Compound feeds the nerves-rest- ores
them to their strength gives them
new power to send vitality and health to every
part of your body, new courage to your heart,
new animation to your brain.
Remember this Paine's Celery Compound
is the prescription of one of the most famous
physicians this country has ever known, Prof,
E. E. Phelps, of Dartmouth University.
All reputable druggists recommend and sell
Paine's Celery Compound.
WILLS, RICHARDSON

!

No need spending another
night this way. Just a dose
or two of Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral will soothe the
throat, quiet the cough, insure a good night's rest.
Ask your doctor about the wisdom of your
keeping this remedy in the house, ready for these
night coughs of the children. Doctors have the
formula. They know all about this medicine.

-

I"

"Yours of the 2d Inst. Is at hand, and In
reply would say that I have never had any
cause to change my opinion as to the good
qualities of Paine's Celery Compound. As
you are aware, some ten years or thereabouts ago, I was a martyr to rheumatism,
and suffered Intense pain with It In my
knees; could not rest at night, but walked
the floor with pain.
"All manner of remedies were tried; some
gave me temporary relief, others have had
no effect whatever.
"Now, my reasons for taking Paine's Celery Compound In preference to other remedies was that on an occasion once before I
had taken two bottles of Paine's Celery Compound and was relieved so much that I did
not take any more at that time, after my exremedies which did me
perience with other
no good. Later, I was positive then that I
had not given Paine's Celery Compound a
fair trial to cure me absolutely of rheumatism.
"I concluded to take twelve bottles, and I
did so, and I can assure you that you have a
compound that Is honest, and a sure destroyer of rheumatism.
"I have found It so, for up to this present
date I have never felt any symptoms of rheumatism.
take It every spring, but for the
blood only,
"Now, we have a remarkajble case here In
one of our schools, the janitor, Mr. William
Garlow. He Is a man between seventy and
seventy-fiv- e
years of age.
"He had suffered very much with rheuma-- .
tlsm, so he felt he must give up his position.
I had
frequently recommended Paine's Celery Compound to him, and, like myself, he
had taken one or two bottles of It, but did
not give It a fair trial. I Informed him of my
case, and said: 'Try a dozen bottles, and It
will convince you that my statement Is correct.' He purchased five bottles; one he kept
at the school, so he could take It as directions call for. Now he Is well and feeling
better than he has for years, and Is a strong
supporter of Paine's Celery Compound. His
address Is, William Garlow, Oakdale avenue,
or Humboldt High School.
"Others have asked If It Is a fact that
Paine's Celery Compound has done so much
for me and keeps me so healthy.
"That and the way I live have been the
cause. At the time I had the rheumatism I
was affected with catarrh. You can be assured I shall always be a friend of Paine's
Celery Compound, for I am Indebted to It a
debt I can never pay. You can refer to me
and use this letter as you see fit In the cause
of Paine's Celery Compound. I am, yours
truly." John C. Rowan, 137 East Winifred
street, St. Paul, Minn.
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and Other Gcaa,
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Shoe Elegance
Fo Good
Dressers

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL reporter on the McKinley
publican at Gallup.

County

Re-

ESTABLISHED 1836
INCORPORATED 1903
Mrs; J. Leahy, of Raton, wife of the
Mr. and Mrs. Celestino Ortiz went to Councilman from the Colfax and Union
Albuquerque last night to spend Sun Counties district, who has been a
day with friends.
guest at the Palace for a month, has
Mrs. B. M. Thomas will entertain returned to her northern home. Mrs.
at her residence on Washington Ave- Leahy enjoyed her visit to this city
nue Monday next."
very much and was the recipient of
much social attention.
C.
Will
CatBarnes
of
the
Secretary
Our $5, $6, and $7 Hanan & Son tle Sanitary Board, after attending to
Colonel and Mrs. C. F. Nesslor, of
shoes are beauties to look at and lux- legislative business here, returned to Newark, New Jersey, have been guests
uries to the foot.
Las Vegas yesterday.
at the United States Indian Industrial
They represent all the goodness
District Court Clerk A. M. Bergere School during the week and are still
that money, pain and skill can put in- has returned, from a trip to Denver there. Colonel Nesslor is an inspector
to shoes.
and brought home his son Luna, who of the Indian office and came on offi
inMade on the new lasts from the has been in that
city for treatment of cial business. He made a thorough
best of Patent Ideal, Kid and Calf the eyes.
spection of everything connected with
leathers and founded on Oak tanned
Donald Spooner, of Chicago, a neph- that excellently managed government
soles.
ew of Senator John C. Spooner of Wis- institution during the past week.
Charles E. Linney, section director
A Wfdtli and Site For
consin, is a guest of Frank Crandall at
the United States Indian Industrial of the Weather Bureau, accompanied
Every Foot.
School.
by his family, left this afternoon for
Pomona and Los Angeles,
Pasadena,
for
genis
shoe
a
This
dressy
Van
great
Thad
Horn, traveling freight
on a visit to his parents,
California,
tlemen to wear.
and passenger agent of the El Paso-Rocin
Island Route, was here today sisters and brothers, who reside
about
be
absent
California.
will
They
from El Paso looking up business for
a month and will view the sights in
that road.
other California cities. Mrs. Linney
H. H. Holt of the firm of Holt &
will remain in southern California for
a
Las
Holt, architects,
Vegas, after
two or three months.
two days' visit to this city, was a pasA. W. Pollard,
Deming attorney,
senger for the Meadow City on this who has been
for several days
here
morning's train.
on political and legal business, will be
I.
D.
Adams and son, of Des a
Mrs.
passenger for the Wind Mill City on
Moines, Iowa, arrived in the Capital Monday's
Mr
southern
train.
City last night and are guests at the Pollard was a member of the ThirtyPalace. They are tourists and are en fifth
Legislative Assembly, has. built
route to California.
up a very good practice in his home
Hon. Solomon Luna, president of town, and is likely to be named dis
the Territorial Sheep Sanitary Board, trict attorney for Luna County during
P. O. BOX 219.
PHONE 36.
went south last evening to look after the coming week.
It's easy enough for a salesman to have you slip into
business affairs. He will return to the
On Wednesday evening of this week
a suit, take you. before a mirror, pat you on the back,
Capital
Monday night.
"TUB Lowest Priced House In me City for fine Goods"
enter
Mr, and Mrs. John Dendahl
Did you ever see anything fit so perfectly?
and say:
Miss Nina Otero and Miss Doyle tained at their home on Agua Fria
Look at the waythat collar hugs the neck; how well
have been on a visit to friends in Al- Road, in honor of Mrs. Mary Sellman,
the shoulders set!" Ac, &c
buquerque during the week and are ex- who will leave Monday for Denver,
pected to return home during the early Colorado. Many guests were present.
Cards and games were the amuse
part of the coming week.
and
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Wilson, who ment features of the evening,
week in the city, went these were interspersed with music
have
the
spent
But how about the wear of the fit? Depends upon
to Albuquerque last night. Mr. Wilson which aided materially in making the
Dealer In
dinner
the tailoring. What is to hold that collar in place or to
is the Territorial
representative of affair pleasant. A
was
at
a
served. The guests departed
Furniture. Oueeosware, Outtlery. Tinware.
the Continental Oil Company.
keep those shoulders in shape?
late hour, voting their host and host
Stoves and Ranges.
So don't go altogether by appearance;
Among the members of the Council
judge by
ess to be the best of entertainers.
went
to
who
remain
south
yesterday
what you know of the reputation of the store.
Household Goods of All Kinds Sold cd
at home over Sunday were Hon. Ja- Ever since I have been in the clothing business I
cobo Chaves of Los Lunas and Hon. THE TELEGRAPHONE A SUCCESS
Easy Payments-BuA representative of the New Mexi
have stood and we shall continue to stand back of
Nestor Montoya of Albuquerque.
can was invited to the offices of the
and Sell all kinds of Second HandGoooi
every piece of clothing I sell to the end.
Invitations are out for a dance to be Santa Fe Central
Railway this morn
is
over, you think you haven't
given by the members of the Capital
If, when the season
ing to try the new telegraphone sys
Picture Frames and Mouldings
City Club at the Palace Hotel on tem that is being given a trial on this Undertaking and Emoatrnlng
had your money's worth of wear, come back and let me
Made to Order.
next.
affair
The
Tuesday evening
line with a view of making the sysChas. Wagner Licenced Kmlmlmrr
pay you what I owe you.
promises to be an enjoyable event.
tem a permanent fixture. The tele
This is a safe store to tie to for clothes.
President W. G. Tight, of the Uni graphone is now in use between this Residence 'Phone No. 1.
Telephone No. 10, San Francisco Street.
New
his
to
of
returned
Mexico,
versity
city and Kennedy and works perfectly,
home at Albuquerque last night, after better in fact than the
ordinary telespending a week here on legislative phone system.
matters in the interest of the
In talking to Agent J. R. Bean at
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Kennedy, his voice could be plainly
KOSWELti, NEW MEXICO.
The following members of the Legis neara, and he reported that everylative Council went north this morn- thing was all right at that point on
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
ing to spend Sunday with their fami the road and that the sun was shining,
Established and Supported by the Territory.
lies: President John S. Clark, and the first time for several days. Mr,
Councilman D. C. Winters to Las Ve Bean seems much pleased with the
81X MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern ColJ. Leahy, to workings of the instrument and all the
gas, and Councilman
leges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comRaton.
employes of the company are hoping
SUCCESSOR TO SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN.
all conveniences.
baths, watar-workplete; steam-heateMrs. A. G. Kennedy and Mrs. F. W. the system will be adopted by the road.
200
BOARD
and
per session. Session Is
LAUNDRY,
TUITION,
Parker charmingly entertained at a General Manager Grimshaw, accomof
each.
weeks
terms
three
thirteen
W.
B.
in
is
who
Glardon,
euchre party on Thursday and Friday panied by
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
afternoons of this week at the Kenne- stalling the 'phones, will start out
with
a
for
train
the
special
dy residence on Upper Palace Avenue. Tuesday
A number of friends enjoyed the hos- - purpose of putting instruments in all
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J C. Lea
along the line from this city to Tor- and E. A. Cahoon
pitality of the hostesses.
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
Frank W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, rance- - Mr- - Grimshaw stated to the,
represeniauve wis morn-trictattorney of the Second Judicial
and one of the best officers this ,nS that had the road had a telegra-Territor- y
ALL PERIODICALS
has ever had, after spending Phone system durinS tne resent win"
11 would have been the means of
r
the week here on legal business,
saving the company several hundred
turned home la.st evening
as the main omce could nave
,
,
ueueiai manager w. B. TT pewe,,, ol 'dollars,
recelved lnformation Of trouble from
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
the Albuquerque Eastern Railroad, who snow blockades in a few minutes in
Can be obtained at the
has been in New York, Chicago and
as was the case,
hours
stead
of
many
Pittsburg on railroad business, is exThe test of the telegraphones has
pected to return to the Capital on been in
CERRILLOS and MONERO
every way successful and it
this evening's Santa Fe train.
Is quite probable that the road will
BITUMINOUS
ANTHRACITE
Judge A. J. Abbott was called to Al- adopt them. Mr. Glardon will go
buquerque last night by a telegram from here to Tucson, Arizona, where
from Superintendent J. K. Allen, ask he will install 100 instruments on the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ing him to be present at the hearing Tucson division, between Tucson and
r
We want to call your attention to the superior quallt.v of
of the case of a man charged with II Yuma, a distance of
THERE IS NOTHING tJICE-V- 300 miles.
nearly
boDe.
Is
and
from
free
dirt
which
screened,
LUMP COAL,
legally selling liquor to Indians.
John S. Clark, president of the
FIRE WOOD
MONEY'S DIGE3T.
Council, left this morning for his home
The
Mexican
New
Company
KINDLING
Printing
at Las Vegas to remain over Sunday.
Cut any size desired
HOUSEHOLD LACQUER
He was accompanied by his son, Law has made arrangements with the pub
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention.
original lustre and tone to old worn, scratched rence, who spent several days here Usher of Money's Digest of the New
FOR restoring
and faded furniture, woodwork and floors.
at
Mexico
sell
to
the
same
the
'PHONB NO, 85
JFF1CE: OarBeld Avenue, Near A. T.
8. F. Uepot
reports
LACQUERET dries over night and wears like rawblde. It will last week on a visit to the legislature.
in
delivered
reduced
of
$6.50,
any
not fade, turn white or crack.
price
SANTA
NIJW
MEXICO
&
FB,
The Misses Shirley and Florence
This price will
LACQUERET Is all right in everyway for everything. A child
Packer were hostesses at an informal part of the Territory.
can apply It.
in
limited
time
hold good only for a
of Mrs.
LACQUERET is sold In convenient packages ready for use In gathering at the residence
Light Oak, Dark Oak, Mahogany, Cherry, Walnut, Rosewood, Charles A. Haynes, on Johnson Street. order to reduce the stock so as to pay
J 8.SanCANDKLARIO
Frnuciaoo St.
Kicn Kea. moss ureen, and "Clear". It Is TRANSLUCENT, nun.
of the book. This
for
the
publishing
In
brilliant
and
durable. Superior
The evening was
fading,
points of merit tti Monday evening.
without
to
withdrawal
is
subject
price
anything on the market.
passed playing cards, after which reAsk fop Color Card and Instructive booklat
notice, cash to accompany each order,
freshments were served.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
"THE DAINTY DECORATOR."
Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, of Las Vegas,
"THE CLUB."
FOR SALE BY
arrived from the Meadow City last
resort for gentlemen. The
is
and
house
a
evening
guest of Hon. best
can buy purity
money
goods
and Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, at their resi
Fine
dence on Grant Avenue. Mrs. Hallett guaranteed by your "Uncle Sam."
Tobacco.
and
Cigars
sister-in-laOur stock Is the largest In the city and we are
of Secre
Raynolds is the
tary and Mrs. Raynolds.
adding goods every day.
A 8NUQ BANK ACCOUNT.
SB
Mrs. Frost entertained this after
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
Is what you will be able to have if
- After
noon at 252 Palace Avenue, at a you eat at the Bon Ton, where you
you have visited other stores and obtained
luncheon and at cards. The flowers can get the very best the market af
prices, call on us and get our prion
in
were carnations. Six handed euchre fords at less than at any other eating
was the game. Fifty-twguests were house In Santa Fe.
in attendance and the affair was a
We are here to stay. We are not closing: oat
"DO YOU KNOW."
very pleasant social event.
stock, bnt increasing it every day. This is the
The supposition is that no one wants
Misg Inez Foster, at one time on the
oldest established native carlo store in Santa Fe.
editorial staff of the New Mexican, poor whiskey any more than they do P. 0. BOX Mt We like the business and you will always find us at
and later of Alamogordo and Atchl- - poor coffee or te,, yet they purchase it
the OLD 8TAND ready to please you.
arm Tfotiao a Vina 0 ntantarl o rtnaff 1n not knowing the difference. The best
Santa Fe, N. M on the Optic at Las Vegas. Before; costs no more. We handle bonded The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, ale
228 San Francisco St.
"TUB CLUB." Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346 ,
coming to Santa Fe, Miss Foster was goods exclusively.
i

SeligmanBros.Co.

Annual

tannage

k

4P000

Sale

Styles

Bargains For Everybody
Goods At Less Than Cost

Of the Latest Fabrics.

It's So Easy
Perhaps

Chas. Wagner Furniture Co.

e

Test Us On Your Spring Stilt.

$

NATHAN SALMON

s,

d,

sea-leve-

(Daily

.

well-watere-

Papers

Books and Stationery
. JACOB WELTMER .

re-te-

CAPITAL COAL

.

Oo

CORD WOOD

i

and

4

THE OLD CURIO STORE

KliSL.

Indian and Mexican Curios

7

Ml

Mue Ik Store

Paints, Oils. Varnishes,
Brushes Glass, Etc.

r

9

o

.

SMOKERS, THIS WILL INTEREST YOU!

Domestic Cigars
and
Havana
The Finest Line of Clear
SANTA FE.
EVER SHOWN
IN

.1
Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, March 4, J 905.
1

miNGR CITY TOPICS

J

If you want to see fine novelties in Pocket

The Fifteen Club will meet next
Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the

lery, look over our new line, just in.
line of Razors

111

home of Miss Massie.
W. H. Dearstyne, representing the
Peters Paper Company of Denver, was
in town today on one of his periodical

visits.
Latest popular song "Away Down in

Cut-

Also our new

Silve Wate.
We have Rogers Celebrated Table Ware.

Buying direct from the factory, we have induce-

Mexico," by Stokes Anthony
ments to offer in manicure Sets, Nut Cracks and
Bennett. On sale at Fischer's phar
macy.
Picks, and other useful goods.
Public meeting of the Historical So
clety in the hall of the House of Rep
resentatives in the Capitol, Monday
have a line of Ingersoll and
evening next.
commis
Francisco Serna,
Thomas
Seth
Watches, from $1
sioner of Rio Arriba County, transwards. They are useful and the boys and girls will appreciate them,
acted business in the Capital yester
day and today.
many left. Come early.
Mrs. Estevan Dominguez, who has
been visiting relatives in Denver for
the past three weeks, will arrive home
tomorrow night.
We can supply you with most anything in the line Sideboards, BufW. C. Thompson, proprietor of the
fets, China Closets, Music Cabinets, Folding Beds, Dining Chairs, Tables,
A
hotel at Kennedy on the Santa Fe Cen
He
fine line of Rockers. Also children's Rockers and Chairs.
reg
tral, spent the day in the city.
istered at the Claire.
Powe have a rea Farm wagon, miniature size; also Boy's Steel Wagons
Will R. Hill, of Kansas City, travel
ing representative of a large shoe
1 ncycies, etc., etc.
house in that city, called on the local
merchants during the day.
We will make you a low price on these goods to close
Perfecto Esquibel, of Tierra Amar- stock. Also 20 patterns Toilet Sets.
111a,
bisand
collector of
Rio Arriba County, transacted busi
Do not delay your purchase until the last, Best come now
ness in the Capital City today.
-.Robert H. Gross, of the wholesale
'Vv..v
firm of Gross, Kelly & Company, at
Las Vegas, arrived from the north last
night and transacted business here to
day.
"
Note. Avoid baking powders made from
Price Bakinq
alum.
The Woman's Relief Corps will meet
They look like pure powders,
Guns for Boys and Bear Haulers.
Powder Co.,
and may raise the cake, but alum
Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
is
a
Chicago.
poison and no one can eat food
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full,
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The cost is I'ttle enough and the vol
The headquarters of the company are evening at the Capitol at 8 o'clock. out litigation, except two or three.
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at San Francisco and it ranks fifth in Among other exercises an address
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coast. In Colorado, where there are ein of the University of New Mexico
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shapely, pretty figure, mm
many of them deplore the
loss of their pirlish forma
The bearing
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of children is often destructive
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before baby comes, as this
Friend
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of
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however, by
for the strain upon it, and
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liniment
body
prepares
always
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the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcome! all the
Cierves child-birtand carries the expectant mother aafely through
this critical period without j .in. It is woman's greatest blessing,
thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from the
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Pneumonia is too dangerous a discial and political being. Never before
have men tried so vast and formidable ease for anyone to attempt to doctor
an experiment as that of administer himself, although he may have the
ing the affairs of a continent under the proper remedies at hand. A physician
From
(Continued
Page Six.)
forms of a democratic republic. The should always be called. . It should be
conditions which have told for our borne In mind, however, that pneuof performing the last act of his pres- marvelous
well
material
being, monia always results from a cold or
ent term in that office by administer- which have developed to a very high from an attack of the grip, and that by
ing the oath which would make Mr. degree our energy, self reliance and giving Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
Fairbanks not only
individual
also the threatened attack of pneumonia
have
initiative
but also the permanent presiding offi- brought the care and anxiety insepar- may be warded off. This remedy Is
cer of the Senate.
able from the accumulation of great also used by physicians In the treatThe Hoosier Leader Takes the Oath. wealth in industrial centers. Upon the ment of pneumonia with the best re
Senator Frye does all things with success of our experiment much de sults. Dr. W. J. Smith, of Sanders,
promptness and decision. The two pends; not only as regards our own Ala., who is also a druggist says of It:
official time pieces were agreed in pro- welfare, but as regards the welfare of "I have been selling Chamberlain's
claiming the hour of 12, when accord- mankind. If we fail, the cause of free Cough Remedy and prescribing It In
ing to the requirements made and pro- self government throughout the world my practice for tho past six years. I
vided, the 58th Congress must come will rock to its foundations;
and use it in cases of pneumonia and have
to n close, the 59th Congress be start therefore our responsibility is heavy: always gotten the best results." Sold
ed on its career, and the new presiding to ourselves, to the world as it is to- by all druggists.
Mr. day and to the generations yet unborn.
officer introduced and installed.
Frye had already said farewell; the There is no good reason why we should
visitors were in their seats. Not a tear the future, but there is every
moment was lost. Rising in front of reason why we should face it serious
the slender but towering form of his ly, neither hiding from ourselves the
successor, the President pro tempore gravity of the problems before us nor
repeated to him in the form of an offi fearing to approach these problems
cial oath the few impiessive words with the unbending, unflinching pur
FOR RENT Newly furnished front
which transformed the Indiana leader pose to solve them aright.
from the position of a senator to that
Yet, after all, though the problems room with closet and bath. Rent reasof
of the United States. are new, though the tasks set before onable. Apply New Mexican.
The ceremony did not consume to ex us differ from tb.9 tasks set before our
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, rormerly
ceed two minutes of time, but it was fathers who founded and preserved
conducted with such dignity and sol this republic, the spirit in which these Adam's Hall for balls, parties and ail
emnity as to make a lasting impres- tasks must be undertaken and these other public and private use. Apply
sion on all present. Profound stillness problems faced, if our duty is to be to George B. Ellis, trustee.
characterized the dense assemblage well done, remains essentially unFOR RENT At a very low price
n
while it was n progress, none present changed. We know that
two
to
ment
upright pianos and one pianola atthat
no
is
difficult. We know that
appreciate
apparently failing
an act of sacred national import was people need such high traits of char- tachment. Apply New Mexican office.
acter as that people which seeks to
being performed.
FOR RENT AND FOR SALE.
two leading govern its affairs aright through the
the
The
oath
concluded,
BEST REMEDY FOR CONSTIPAFurnished or unfurnished rooms at
shook hands cordially, freely expressed will of the freemen
participants
TION.
a few hurried who compose it. But we have faith 338 Water Street. The rooms are
and Mr.
"The finest remedy for constipation words of Frye spoke
With a last that we shall not prove false to the comfortably furnished and rent low.
congratulation.
I ever used is Chamberlain's Stomach
I have for sale a small tract of fine
of the gavel, the memories of the men of the mighty
positive
thump
ButEli
Mr.
and Liver Tablets," says
his posi past. They did their work, they let; agricultural lands with water rights
Maine
Senator
relinquished
ler, of Frankville, N. Y. "They act tion as
2
miles from the city towards
president pro .tempore by an us the
heritage we now en- about
gently and without any unpleasant ef- nouncing the final adjournment of the joy. Wesplendid
Fria.
Agua
our
turn
in
assured
have
fect, and leave the bowels in a per- 58th
I will also sell at a bargain a
3
Congress. Without a look back confidence that we shall be able to
fectly natural condition." Sold by all
in the Santa Fe Abstract Cominterest
oc
he
had
seat
eave
vacated
he
the
this
ward,
unwasted and
heritage
druggists.
to our children and our child pany. Apply to Atanacio Romero,
cupied for almost four years, stepped
officer's
from
the
children.
ren's
To do so we must 338 Water Street, City.
platform
presiding
SCRATCH PAPER.
Made from leagei, linen, flat and book to the Senate floor and there took his show, not merely In great crisises,
WANTED Clean cotton rags. For
at the seat to listen with other Senators to but in the every day affairs of life, the a short time we will
papers at 10 cents per pound
new
pay 4c a pound
qualities of practical intelligence, of
New M .xican. This is scrap paper put the address of the
for clean rags. New Mexican Printing
Address.
of
hardihood
and
endurance
courage,
id
Is less thn the papei
up in pack a.
Mr. Fairbanks had no difficulty on and above all the power of devotion Company.
originally cum. "inly a limited supply
being heard. He spoke deliberately to a lofty ideal, which made great the
WANTED Ten men in each state
and distinctly, his voice, so well tried men who founded this republic in the
INCREDIBLE
BRUTALITY.
the last campaign, easily days of Washington, which made to travel, tack signs and distribute
It would have been incredible bru- during
men who preserved this re samples and circulars of our goods.
tality if Chas. F. Lemberger, of Syra- reaching all parts of the chamber. He great the
public in the days of Abraham Lin Salary $75 per month. $3 per day for
cuse, N. Y., had not done the best he said:
expenses. Kuhlman Co., DepL S., AtNo people on coin.
My fellow citizens:
could for his suffering son. "My boy,"
las Building, Chicago.
to
59th
more
be
thankful
cause
The
have
earth
Installed.
Congress
he says, "cut a fearful gash over his
The
is
said
atten
this
received
than
address
careful
and
ours,
reverently,
I
so
Bucklen's
Arnica
eye,
applied
WANTED Reliable man manage
Salve, which quickly healed it and m no spirit or uoasttuiness in our own tion and at Its conclusion the
office for large manufacturer.
branch
to
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with
instructed the secretary of
gratitude
saved his eye." Good for burns and strength, but
to start $1,800 per year and ex
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Salary
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who
Giver
Senate
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Good
to
of
call
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President's
read
tha
too:
ulcers
Only 25c at Fischer Drug
must
Applicant
with the conditions which have enabl for an extraordinary session of the tra commissions.
Co
ed us to achieve so large a measure Senate. The reading accomplished have good reference and $2,000 cash,
secure. Experience
unneces-- ,
Don't get excited when you hear of well being and of happiness. To and the Senate of the 59th Congress capital
708
Address
Chamber
sary.
to
Supt.
hus installed, Doctor Edward Everett
people raising a row about what they us as a people it has been granted
Mich.
have to eat, but go to the Bon Ton, lay the foundation of our national life Hale, the venerable chaplain of the Commerce, Detroit,
where you can get anything from quail in a new continent. We are the heirs Senate, came forward to deliver the
of the ages, and yet we have had to opening prayer of the first session. In
on toast to chile and tamales.
pay few of the penalties which in old response to a quiet signal from the
countries are exacted by the dead chair, the Senate and its guests rose
STARTLING MORTALITY.
lwDTinn
We and stood while Doctor Hale in his
Hvilizatinn.
Statistics show startling mortality, hnnrl nf
from appendicitis and peritonitis. To have not been obliged to fight for our usual impressive manner uttered the
prevent and cure th?se awfuldiseases existence against any alien race; ana invocation.
The organization of the Senate was
there is just one reliable remedy, Dr. yet our life has called for the vigor
manlier
which
the
.then
effort
without
and
M.
completed by the swearing in of
Pills.
New
Life
King's
Flannery
of 14 Custom House Place, Chicago, and hardier virtues wither away, the Senators elected to serve for the
In
says: "They have no equal for Con- Under such conditions it would be our next six years. They appeared
25c at own fault if we failed; and the sue-- j platoons of four, in alphabetical order,
stipation and Biliousness."
cess which we have had in the past, at the desk of the
Fischer Drug Co.
the success which we' confidently be- each being accompanied by his colSubscribe for the New Mexican and lieve the future will bring, should league. The oath was administered Read What Accomplished Musicians
cause in us no teeiing or vainglory, by Mr. Fairbanks, and in each case
Say of the Story and Clark Pianos.
get all the latest and best news.
but rather a deep and abiding relaxa- was immediately followed by signing
GIVES HEALTH, VIGOR AND TONE tion of all which life has offered us, a the Senate roll of membership. This
"Equal if not superior to any instruHerbine is a boon for sufferers from full acknowledgment of responsibility. ceremony concluded the day's session ment I have had occasion to use."
aneamia. By its use the blood is quick- which is ours; and a fixed determina-- and the Senate adjourned to the out- - Barron Berthold.
ly registered and the color becomes tion to show that under a free govern- side platform to witness with others
"Shows such superiority of work
can
thrive
best,
a
the inauguration of President Roose- ment
mighty people
normal. The drooping strength is re
and finish as must make
manship
the
velt. The official guests left the chamvived. The languor is diminished alike as regards the things of
them welcome to any household."
soul.
of
the
in
ber
in
reverse
and
the
of
the
that
things
order,
Health, vigor and tone predominate. body
Much has been givsn us, and much which they had entered, and were Leonora Jackson.
New life and happy activity results.
"Grand and resonent In tone and de
Mrs. Belle H. Shirel, Middlesborough, will rightfully be expected from us. We closely followed by the visitors in the
sweet and tender." Mathil
to
lightfully
duties
to
and
duties
The
exit
for
others,
galleries.
arrangement
Ills., writes: "I have been troubled have
with liver complaint and poor blood, ourselves; and we can shrink neither, was excellently contrived, the depar- - da Bauermeister.
"I cannot speak too highly of your
and have found nothing to benefit me We have become a great nation, forced- ture was without confusion or disor-bthe faot of Its greatness into rela- der, and only a few minutes were re-- pianos, they seem to be unsurpasslike Herbine. I hope never to be withable." R. Watkin Mills.
out it. I have wished that I had tions with the other nations of the quired to clear the hall.
"I find your pianos wonderfully synl
known of it in my husband's lifetime." earth ; and we must behave as be- - j
seems a people with such responsi- - RAILROAD CONTRACT AWARDED, pathetic for accompanying the voice.1
50c at Fischer Drug Co.
e
bilities. Toward all other nations,
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
The final preliminaries for the
or small, our attitude must be struction of the branch of the Denver
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
Have your stationery printed by the
one of cordial and sincere frieni ship. 'and Rio Grande Railroad from Duran- - me. I consider them second to none."
New Mexican Printing Company.
We must show not only in our words go, Colorado, to Farmington, San Juan
David Frangcon Davie.-- .
earnest-we
are
were
our
deeds
at
this
week
in
that
concluded
but
County,
"I think It capable of the fullest ex
.
CURED CONSUMPTION.
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kan., ly desirous of securing their good will Omaha, Nebraska, when the contract- - pression of musical thought." Ellea
writes: "My husband lay sick for three by acting toward them in a spirit of ing firm of Kilpatrlck Brothers and Beach Yaw.
"In my opinion they rank among the
months. The doctors said he had just and generous recognition of all Collins of that city, signed the papers
We procured a their rights. But justice and generos for the construction of sixty miles of very best pianos of the day." Bhnlle
quick consumption.
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup, ity in a nation, as in an individual, the road, to be completed on July 1, Sauret
and it cured him. That was six years count most when shown not by the 1905.
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
ago and since then we have always weak but by the strong. While ever
oth- PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT CANED. Fernando de Lucia.
kept a bottle in the house. We can- careful to refrain from wronging
The Rough Riders at Washington,
not do without it. For coughs and ers we must be no less Insistent that
"I was perfectly charme with its
colds it has no equal." 25c, 50c and $1 we are not wronged ourselves. We D. C, this week caned President beauty of tone and delightful touch."
of
Roosevelt
and
his
we
wish
the peace
wish peace; but
private secretary, Francis Tilletsen.
at Fischer Drug Co.
justice, the peace of righteousness. Mr. Loeb. The canes were manufac- "Their tone is sweet as well as resoJustice of the Peace Dockets for sale We wish it because we think it is right tured in the Arizona penitentiary from nant Are rema ably adapted for acand not because we are afraid. No cows' horns. Benjamin Daniels, superby the New Mexican Printing
voice." Clementina
weak nation that acts manfully and intendent of the Arizona penitentiary, companying the
Vere
de
Sapio.
to
cause
made
the
fear
presentation.
justly should ever have
'Tour pianos embody rweetness aid
INVALUABLE FOR RHEUMATISM. us, and no strong power should ever
of tone, splendid carrying
richness
as
a
us
to
out
be
able
subject
single
I have been suffering for the past
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and
excellent action." Rosa
power
few years with a severe attack of for insolent aggression.
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with
other
the
relations
powers
Our
rheumatism and found that Ballard's
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Mi
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work
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in
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Adams
an, Quincy, Illinois; Mrs.
to alleviate my pains. March 24th, among ourselves. Such growth
In their factories.
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In
in
H.
and
Des
W.
and
power
wealth,
son,
population,
Iowa;
C.
Moines,
Ills.
John
1902,
Degnan, Kinsman,
cen-- 1
They have won renown on two eon
Dearstyne, Denver; R. H. Gross, Las
25c, 50c and $1.00 at Fischer Drug Co. this nation has seen during the
ti.ienta for excellence and bauty of
tury and a quarter of Its national life Vegas.
Claire: F. W. Rocpke, H. B. Kerr, their Instruments.
Read the New Mexican and you will is Inevitably accompanied by a like
Prices and terms most liberal.
obtained by advertising in the "New growth in the problems which are J. H. Loucks, Denver; Will R. Hill,
Call on the General Agent for New
ever before every nation that rises to Kansas City; Thomas Van Horn, El
Mexti n."
greatness. Power Invariably means Paso; W. C. Thompson, Kennedy; W. Mexico,
Our B. Stewart, New York.
THE BEST COUGH SYRUP.
both responsibility and danger.
S. L. Apple,
Bon Ton: George Roland; Galnes- Judge, Otta- forefathers faced certain perils which
wa Co., Kansas, writes: ."This Is to we have outgrown. Wa now face other ville, "Kentucky; Anastaclo Santlstev- 8ANTA FE, N. M.v
say that I have used Ballard's Hore- perils the very existence of which It an. Springer; Celestlno Lucero, Julius
Who will show you the Stcry w Clark
hound Syrup for years, and that I do was impossible that they should fore-- Ribera, Las Animas, Colorado.
J. B. Williams, El Pianos In the several styles and finish
Normandie:
not hesitate to recommend it as the see. Modern life Is both complex and
Mai a ny, Hungarian, Walnut ana
best cough syrup I have ever used." intense, and the tremendous changes Paso; Perfecto Esquibel, Tierra Amar-wrougGolden ak.
25c, 60c, $1.00, at Fischer Drug Co.
by the extraordinary Indus- - ilia; Walter Krant, Denver.
The Public Utterances of Santa FeCIt
zens Are What Count. Publicity
Is What the People Want.
Let them tell It.
Let the public speak on the subject
It means better understanding.
Means less misery In Santa Fe.
Means confidence In a good thing.
Home endorsement counts.
Easier to believe your neighbors.
town.
Than strangers in a
Every box of Doan's Kidney Pills
Is backed by home testimony.
Kidney disorders urinary trouble- sAre on the decrease here.
Doan's Kidney Pills are
Relieving backs and curing citizens
It is their daily work.
Here's a case in point.
officer
of
Alberto Carcia,
San Francisco st., says: "When a man
hae attacks of backache for four or five
days at a time and those attacks extend cor a period of two years, he
must o'.'iive at this conclusion, he is
subject to some form of kidney complaint. In my case other symptoms
plainly innl' ated that I required a med-- I.
Ine to strengthen my weakened kidneys, an J allay inflammation of those
irgans. 'this led me to go to Ireland's
Pil's.
Pharmacy for Doan's
Kidney
They certainly helped me a great deal
and tided me over the last attack. If
others occur, I now know how to stop
them In the incipient stage."
For sale by all dealers; price 60 cents
a box. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
V.., sole agents for the United States.
Remember
the name Doan's and
take no other.
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Articles

fall line of.

of Incorporation.
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HE-

The following articles of Incorpora
been filed in the office of
DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
Territorial Secretary J. W,. Raynolds:
The Morning Star Mining and MillCLOCKS.
ing Company; the incorporators are
Alexander Morton and William Brown,
of Dunellon, New Jersey, and Samuel
SILVERWARE. ETC.
John, of Shomoken, Pennsylvania. The
objects of the incorporators are to
carry on a general mining and milling
business and to do all acts necessary
Manufacturer oi&
for the carrying on of such a business.
exican Filigree Jewelry
The principal place of business as
named in the articles is Jersey City,
New Jersey, and the term of existence
All kinds of designs in
Coffee Machine.
is unlimited.
The capital stock con
sists of 10,000 shares of a par value of
FILIGREE FOB CHAINS, FILIGREE NECK CHAINS, $50 each. The number of directors are
three and the incorporators will man
FILIGREE SOUVENIR SPOONS,
the affairs of the concern for the
FILIGREE BROOCH PINS, FILIGREE BRACELETS, age
first three months.
FILIGREE CARD CASES.
Rio Grande Valley Electric Railway
Company. The incorporators are Henry
D. Bowman, Maurice T. Brown, Ed
ward C. Wade, John H. May and Jos-- '
eph T. Bonham, all of Las Cruces, New
Mexico. The objects of the incorpor
INCORPORATED
ators are to construct, maintain and
operate a railroad, with suitable telegraph lines, for the transportation of
passengers and freight. The terminal
of the road is at a point near or in the
city of El Paso, Texas, thence it runs
to Dona Ana, New Mexico, and from
there to Organ, New Mexico, a dis
tance in all of 65 miles. The term of
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
existence is 50 years and the capital
stock is $1,000,000, divided into 10,000
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
up-to-da- te
shares of a par value of $100 each. Six
e
dollars of the capital
thousand
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
stock is already subscribed, being
$1,000 for every mile of road. The di
rectors are five and the Incorporators
SANTA FE, N. M.
are named as the officers of the new
road for the first three months of Its
existence.
The principal place of
business in New Mexico is at ,. Las
Cruces, Dona Ana County. The head
quarters of the company are in New
S
York.
Delegates to
League
QEO. W. HICKOX, Presldeot jit Jt S. Q. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Tress.
Governor Otero today appointed the
following physicians as delegates to
the
League, which
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
will hold its annual session at Atlanta,
Georgia, April 17th to 19th:
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Aarket Telephone No. 49
J. H. Sloan, David Knapp, of Santa
Fe; George W. Harrison, W. G. Hope,
C. H. Fitzgerald, E. Osuna, J. H.
SUNBURST BRAND EXTRA SIFTED PEAS are the best value we
of Albuquerque; T. B. Hart,
Wroth,
have ever offered In canned peas. They are small In size, tender, and
J. J. Shuler, O. B. Kohlhausen, of Raor
Sweet
of fine flavor. Price 15 cents per can. Sunburst Marrowfat
ton; J. A. Rolls, of Watrous; W. R.
Wrinkled peas 12 2 cents.
B. B. Black, E. B. Shaw, of Las
Tipton,
considerto
a
used
FERN DELL SWEET POTATOES are now being
S. C. Clarke of Madrid; C. G.
Vegas;
able extent and are giving good satisfaction, the cans well filled and
Duncan, of Socorro; W. D. Radcliffe,
the quality excellent, can 20 cents.
of Belen; G. C. Bryan of Alamogordo;
MACKEREL are nice for breakfast for a change, fancy fat each 12
O. J. Westlake, of Silver City; S. D.
cents. Large fat each 20 cents.
Swope, of Deming; C. M. Whicher.'of
ROLLED HERRING, the largest we have ever offered, each with a
Carlsbad; W. T. Joyner, of Roswell;
dill pickle inside, an appetiser, each 5 cents.
T. B, Martin, of Taos; J. R. Haynes,
:
BLOATERS, extra large, each 5cents.
of El Vado, and B. E. Lane of Las
Our stock of CHEESE is now quite large. Empire brick and
Cruces.
:
Domestic Swiss and fancy New York cheese we offer at 25
Bond Approved and Filed.
cents.
Imported
cents per pound. Muenster cheese, per pound, 30
Governor Otero yesterday afternoon
Swiss, 40 cents per pound. Neufachatel, 2 for 15 cents. Wisconsin full
approved the bond of Hon. Pedro Pe-re- a
cream cheese, 20 cents per pound.
as territorial insurance commisMUSHROOMS are much used to serve with steak and other meats
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
sioner. The bond is for $20,000 and
such as veal cutlets, etc. We offer "miniatures" the finest put up at
is signed by Rufus J. Palen of Santa
17 Years' Experience.
Telephone 126,
35 cents per can, ordinary quality 25 cents per can, in glass 35 cents
The Mexican Central has recenfy
Fe, and John S. Clark, of Las Vegas.
Jar.
per
The bond was filed in the office of Ter- placed on sale tickets to New York and
Office at Exchange Stables
CRABS either d viled or the whole ones are extremely nice for enreturn going via the Mexican Central
ritorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds
trees for dinners or for luncheons. We furnish shells free with the canto either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
iff
ned deviled crabs. Full directions for preparation on each caa.
Amendment to Articles of Incorpora via the famous Ward Steamship Line
to New York. The return will be by
TOBACCO, CIGARS AND CIGARETTES we offer in large variety
tion.
and of the most popular brands. In nickle cigars we have the Owl,
The Kemp Lumber Company, of Ros rail over any line to El Paso. The enWashington's Cabinet, Cremo, Little Tom, Franklin, Mexicano, Lillian
well, New Mexico, has filed an amend tire trip covering thousands of miles,
ment to its articles of incorporation
Russell, Capitan, Porto Rico Exports, etc. In 10 cent goods, Sir Arthur
Havana, Cuba, and its famous Mora
Sullivan (clear Havana), Tom Moore, General Arthur, Dry Climate, etc.
Its capital stock from $30, Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
increasing
A fine imported cigar for 12 2 cents.
Feed Stable In Connection.
000 to $60,000.
largest cities of the United States, can
UNION LEADER is the newest thing in cut plug smoking tobacco, 5
be made for $122.50. A more delightful
ENTRANCE OPPOSITE P. WUNSCHMANN & CO.'S OFFICE.
ceni and 10 cent packages, and in half pound tins at 25 cents, one
trip cannot be planned as stop-ov50
cents.
MARKET REPORT.
pound tins
privileges are allowed and the tickets
SWEET CAPORAL granulated tobacco in one ounce sacks at 5 cents
are good for one year from the date
each Is one of the most popnlar cigarette and pipe tobaccos among the
of sale. The trip includes the City of
MONEY AND MET. I
newer brands. A 11 the old favorites such as Bull Durham, Honest
Mexico, the "Paris of America." Fur
New
4.
on
Monev
call ther information can be secured
York, March
Weight, Seal of North Carolina, Pedro, Lone Jack, Yale, Lafayette, and
by adno
loans. Prime mercantile
nomlnil,
& G. Perique, Oriental, Salmagundi,
Maryland
Cornell Mixtures,
A.
Commercial
Dulohery,
3
dressing
4K per cent. Silver 59.
paper
Club, Columbia, Curve Cut, Cameo, Sweet Caporal and Lone Jack
New York, March 4. Lead quiet and Agent, EI Paso, Texas, or W. D. Mur- a
list.
long
long cut, etc., through
dock, Assistant General Passenger
uncnangea. uopper quiet 15 ( x.
SUNBURST string and wax beans are decidedly cheap at two cans
GRAIN.
Agent, City of Mexico.
for 25 cents, tender and fin Havered.
4.
March
Wheat
Close,
Chicago,
3
May, 115; July, 99.
COMFORTS OF TRAVEL.
Corn, May, 48; July, 48.
The porter on the California Limited
Oats, May, 33; July, 31.
this winter will be prepared to press a
PORK, LARD AND RI36.
gentleman's trousers while he waits.
This is a new wrinkle, introduced for
Pork, Mav 812.67; July, 813.80.
Lard, May 87.03; July, 87.17.
the benefit of fastidious dressers. It
Ribs, May, 86.03; July, 86.97.
isn't absolutely necessary to carry
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
WOOL MARKET.
OF
along an extra pair of trousers, either;
St. Louis, Mo., March 4. Wool, Is the porter works while you sleep.
steady and unchanged.
Day Telepone 35.
Territory and western medium, 31
Have your stationery printed by the
17.
18; fine, 16
33; line medium, 17
Years and years ago, in a big mill
I. B. Han na. Res. 113, Johnson 8t. Tel. 142.
Mrs.
at
and
Sundays
nights
New
Com
Mexican
by the
Printing
8TOCK MARKETS.
where shears were exclusive product,
pany.
conceiv"New York, March 4. Closing stocks;
one of the master-workme- n
Atchison,
pfd., 103)4; New York U. 3. WEATHER BUREAU
ed the idea of quietly making a very
NOTES.
Central, IS?)'; Pennsylvania,
143,
small, almost tiny, pair of shears.
Union Pacific,
Southern Pacific,
Forecast for New Mexico:
Partly
When they were finished, he sent
100; Amalgameted Copper, cloudy tonight and Sunday.
134;U.pfd.,
95
S. Steel,
an apprentice for the masters of the
uoioraao:
Fair
weather
For
tonight
36; pfd.,
77;
and Sunday.
I IVE 8T0CK.
mill. The boy had simply bidden
tbe thermometer registered
them come and as he led them to the
Kansas City, Mo., March 4. Cattle as Yesterday
follow: Maximum temperature, 53
unusual exhibition, he proudly shoutreceipts, 300 unchanged.
at
p. in , minimum, 37
Native steers, 84. uu ( $5.70; soutnern degrees,
The mean
egrees, at 7:i0 a. m
ed, upon reaching the spot:
84.50; southern cows,
steers, 83.50
temperature for the 24 hours was 44 de
U3.35
J3.50; native cows and heifers, grees.
Relative humidity, 76 per cent.
83.00
84.75; stock ers and feeders,
Thus It was that scissors were named.
Temperature at 6:00 a. ra. today, 36
84.00;
83.00 (cO 84.75; bulls, 83.50
86.75; western fed steers, degrees.
calves, 83.00
The scissors and shears that
fed cows, 83.00
western
83.75
85.35;
84.35.
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
we sell bear our name etched
Sheep receipts 500, nominally steaay.
In the metal. We are not
of tbe Holy Faith (Episcopal)
Church
85.75; lambs, 86.60; faiace
Muttons, 84.50
Kev. w. K. live In charge:
Ave.,
ashamed of them. The kind
95.00
86.65;
87.50; range wethers,
School at 9:t5 a, in. Morning
Sunday
we can't guarantee, we don't
85.50.
fed ewes, 84.75
service with sermon and Holy Corn- want to know about.
Chicago, March 4 uattie receipts,
union at 11 o'leock. Evening prayer
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
300 steady.
m. Wednesday being
4:30
at
p.
entire stock of
liood to prime steers, oa.au g $o..nu;
Everything from manicure
there will be the usual service
85 00; Blockers
poor to medium, 84.00
scissors to
m. Lenten services Thursa.
at
10:30
shears, and
MEXICAN
BLANKETS, POTTERS
INDIAN
84.45; cows, 82.50
and feeders,
m.
for every use that a woman can
84.75 canners, day and Friday afternoons at 4:30 p.
84.20; heifers, 82.40
Public cordially Invited.
BASKETS: DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
conceive of.
84.00;
82.75; bulls, 82.25
8125
87.00.
83.uO
calves,
At less than Cost
REMEMBER! Our mail order
Sheep receipts, a.uuu steady.
86.
85.25
choice
00;
to
Good
wethers,
department "works while you
TOURISTS;
85.75;
fair to choice mixed, 85.50
sleep." A postal does your
Jfl.ou; native
western sheep, 85.50
of
Do
87.80; western lambs,
lambs, 87.00
part, we do tbe rest.
won have

-

FISCHER DRUG CO

I

Make Our Store Your Headquarters
While in the City.
pleased to see
you, and if you need any
thing in our line will appreciate your patronage. Besides
stock
carrying an
of Drugs and Medicines, all of
the purest and best quality,
we have a fine line of latest

W

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE Gr0CErS

ty-fiv-

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

E will be

Toilet Accessories, Cigars, Tobacco,
Perfumes and Candy,

mm m mm c

1--

1-- 2

230 San Francisco Street

Santa Fe,

pi.

F.

Lim-berge-

J. L,

i

UJi

ARSDELL

Hacks and Baggage

1--

ei

DUDROW

& MOHTEHIE

Undertakers and
Embalmers

THE STORY

Dtidiw's Office Building.

SCISSORS

8;

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

69:

SHOP

CLOSING

"See, Sirs!"

OUT

SALE!

and

h

82-4-

Candy.

W. H. GOEBEL.
THE HARDWARE DEALER.
311.

Catroo Block.

'

No.

87.50

87.S0.

The Fischer Drug Company has just

Supplies for Notaries Public for sale received
by the New Mexican. Printing Comcandy.
paay.

a plentiful, supply of fresh

you know

that you miss half

you do not visit our Curio

Store

&

Santa Fe
Free Museum

Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart ,
Cor. Sao Francisco SI reel and Burro Alley 9

